AROOSTOOK TIMES
SHIRE TOWN OF
AROOSTOOK COUNT,‘

..B O U L T O N T IM E S

No. 47

HOULTON. MAINE, WEDNESDAY, NG Visit's BE R i9,
V O L. LVIIH

TEMPLE THEATRE
ONE OF THE A
S. BLACK CIRCUIT

LECTURE

NOW FOR A STRONG
PULL ALTOGETHER

W2l also Add Theatres in A. J. Saunders,
Houlton. Maine.
Aroostook Towns
Dear Sir:

UNDER

AUSPICES K. OF C.

Sec’y. Saunders of the Houlton
Agricultural Society has received the
following letter from the Sec’y. of the
Northern Maine Fair Assn., which
will explain itself:
Presque Isle, Maine T O O K PLAC E FRIDAY W I T H F U U
Nov. 10. 1919
MASONIC C E RE MO NI E S
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:
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pretence of relatives and a few close |lthf newly decorated walls and other a|J0Ut 100members came over
in a
Meads, Rev. Henry C. Speed, pastor i*h ” gs ^ at have undergone a change sperial trainrpturning aft(l/. theW(().k
in the evening.
o f the First Baptist church, officiating,1durlng
the past
weeks
Mr. Adams
has few
many
new things in
At 5.30 supper was served to the
using the double ring service.
store for his patrons during the winter,
visiting
members and at 7 o'clock an
The bride was gowned in blue silk both at the Dream and the Heywood.
official
inspection
took place followed
crepe meteor with large picture hat and he has booked some of the finest
and carried a bridal bouquet of pink attractions procurable, which will by work in the Master Mason degree,
H. Gumming being the
roses. Mrs. George Carroll of St. come from time to time this Fall and William
candidate
for the evening.
Stephen, N. B „ was matron of honor Whiter.
and Miss Anna May Davis, sister of
Monument Lodge No. 96 Fret* and
the bride, acted as bridesmaid. Newell
Accepted
Masons is the oldest order
The re-opening of the Heywood
Tltcomb, brother Ibf the groom, was
in
Houlton
and has an interesting
Theatre on Saturday with a grand
best man. The bridesmaid wore a
production of “ My Honolulu Girl” was history.
gown o f pink melrose satin with a
well attended and the entertainment
History of the Lodge.
large picture hat and carried pink
was highly spoken of by those who
The first meeting was held on Nov.
roses. The matron of honor wore a
witnessed it. On account of the date 27, 1858 at 6 P. M. in the office of Dr.
taupe satin gown. The mother o f the
coming on Saturday it was thought E. D. French, who was its
first
bride was gowned in dark silk crepe
j advisable to repeat the show on Mon- VVorslli[)ful
., d,Sp(,nsia, ioll
de chene. The dining room and living
day and another good attendance was hay|ng
by , „ e
rooms were prettily decorated in pink
the result.
-Lodge on Nov. IS. 1858 to I)r. H I)
and green for the occasion.
The company was one of the largest; French (!eo „ |>ag(,. John U ,urv
Immediately after the ceremony
that has visited here in years and they , Zebuloll RoW(,
J(,hn H
dainty luncheon was served. Mrs.
....................
.......carried
a
large
amount
ot
special
j
Bradrord_
w
H
j
r.
T]1(.
charter
tarles Densmore poured and was
in aervlng by Miss Phyllis scenery, beautiful costumes and tu » e -!wag granted „ „ May ; lsr,9 ,llld
-Wilson, Mias Elisabeth McGary and to! music.
lodge was constituted -)<■isr.tt,
— ■ ■
March 6. 1863, the lodge* was inMiss Marion Cleveland. Many beauti

GAS EXPLOSION WRECKS
ful and costly gifts were received.
The bride is a charming young lady, !
SHED AND INJURES OWNER Meetings were held in Dr. French's
graduate o f Houlton High and has
Oec. 2:1. 1858 when quar
Otto Myrshrall was painfully in -(office
many M ends in Houlton having lived jured Thursday by the explosion of [ *ers were secured in the Spooner
here for a number o f years. The groom
aecetelyn gas, besides being badly building so called, which was located
also is well known, having attended burned about the face.
! where the Ludwig block now is, and
school in Honlton. The best wishes
It seems that Otto had been |the Spooner building was moved to
o f many friends will follow them experimenting with Aecetelyn gas, j Bangor street and is now occupied by
through their married life.
having built a small shed in the rear j the Houlton Battery Service. In June
They will reside in Manchester, N. H. ----------where Mr. Tltcomb is engaged in th e j°*
home on Military street, dis- 1867 larger quarters being n<*<<
covering a leak of some kind he was :
lodge moved to the Putnam and
P reface business.
Investigating with a light when the ^ bite building across the corner in
explosion occurred wrecking the shack the hall now occupied by the Orangearid throwing him through the side of
EVANGELISTIC SERVICES
The Union Evangelistic Services in
the M. E. Church last evening opened j one hand was badly lacerated and
with good prospects of success. The|every dnger was broken, his thumbs
attendance for Monday evening was j being broken in two places. He was
fairly good.
There were several hurried to a hospital where physicians
vacant seats in the choir. We missed i and occulists examined him and it
the help and inspiration of the Chorus waH thought that his eve sight could
leader who was unavoidably absent. be saved.
Chaplain Croft is a very pleasing,
was a narrow escape from more
Impressive, and convincing speaker, j serious injury and his many friends
He grips his audience from the start. bope for a speedy recovery.
W e believe that he is a man thorough
______________
M a Z " cTm e i Z e / Z T h e a r io ; HOULTON WOMAN VISITS
yourselves and you will not go away
EUROPEAN BATTLEFIELD
disappointed.
Mr,s. A. *L. Lumbert has just re'--------------------- a m a n n
turned to Paris from a four weeks
HENRY WILLIAM LEONARD ; tour of the battlefields of France and
The remains of Henry W. Leonard Belgium,
of Newburyport, Mass., who died last , The places visited along the French
week, were brought to Houlton his Jfront were Soissons, Rheims, Verdun,
former home for burial, accompanied j Metz. Alsace Lorraine, the Argonne
by his mother and brother.
j Forest, Belleau Wood and Chateau
Mr. Leonard was the son of the late Thierry. In Belgium, Mrs.. Lumbert
William Leonard and had many friends visited Louvain, Dixmude, Ypres, etc.
here who will sympathize with aged and made a tour of the Belgian and
mother in her bereavement.
; German front line trenches along the
----------- ------ -—
j Yser River. Mrs. Lumbert also went
GRANGE MEETINGS
! to Zeebrugge, the scene of the big
Houlton Grange will hold a regular <British naval battle and saw the ships
Ithat
.. . were
----- *Yun
---- in and ---u --------sunk
across the
meeting Saturday, Nov. 22 at 10 o’clock
channel to prevent the German sub
A. M. A good attendance is desired
marines from getting out.
and ladles are requested to bring
baskets.

SUGGESTS MAKING
CANADIANS OF
AR00ST00KANS

Ionium Council, Knights of Colum
bus, have A on fortunate in securing
lion. Peter \V. Collins, of New Haven,
Conn., io deliver one of his famous
- r l u r t a ; tin* High School Auditori
al o i Yu-nik -.givifig evening, Nov.
. . ; f s o'clock to which the public is
invited, admission free.
Tin1 subject of Mr. Collin's talk will
probably be “ Reconstruction.”
To bear the honorable gentleman
a] tu> a rare treat as from the ac
counts given of him by several mem
bers of the Houlton Council, K. of C.,
If ever there was any doubt that
who heard him in Portland, last Spring Canada covets our territory adjoinhe possesses
a pleasing personality jng the northern boundary line and
a id is a most forceful speaker having such of our eastern coast line as
the faculty of holding the closest at- would give it an
allthe year port,
tention of his
hearers.
Everybody this story which the Boston TransWelcome! Admission Free!
cript published last week should be
particularly illuminating. Sir Andrew
Hon. II. P. Gardiner of Portland was McPhail, writing in the University
Magazine
of
McGill
University,
in town Monday on business.
suggests that the League of Nations
31188 S. Ernestine Davis has been
consider taking part of the State o£
■pending a few days with friends in
Maine to correct the boundaries ot
St. Stephen, N. B.
|Canada. Under his suggestion Canada
Mrs. O. W. Richards returned from , wouM get the whole of Aroostook
Boston Saturday after several weeks I Q~unty and part of
Penobscot.
visit with her daughter Mrs. W. E, IPiscataquis and Som euet „Counties.
..
Hess.
Sir Andrew would make over into

McGill University Professor
Suggests Canada Take
Part of Maine

Conducted oy Grand
Master Adarr.s

----------At our annual 'meeting today oi the
During the recent risit to Houlton Northern Maine Fair Association the
and upper Aroostook of Mr. A. S. proposition to amend the by-laws and
________
Black ot Rockland, .Maine who is the j change our dates was voted down so
Kl.Iday Nov. 15, was a memonib).:
largest operator ot theatres and pic-|0ur dates will remain as it has been, .
for Monument Lodae for at that
tore houses in New England, a deal o f: the first Tuesday in September and ^
tA A
vhi.
considerable
importance
in
the j following Wednesday, Thursday and I ™ A in is lA eariy in the year w=.,
amueement line was closed which will |Priday.
formally dedicated by the (in n l
Yours truly.
Master of the State, assisted by the
put Aroostook county right on the
Ernest T. McGlaufiin, Sec y. otjier (jrand Lodge officers.
amusement map, and with the propos
The decision of the stockholders of
0yer fiye hundred raembers of the
ed new theatre buildings will make
much work in -the various towns in' the Northern Maine Fair Assn. is j Masonic order were present fi r m
most gratifying to the people in this |different sections of the county a id
which they will be built.
The G. B. 'Churchill Interests in this end of the county who have always . Woodstock
patronage
,
town, Ft>i*t Fairfield and Limestone been
- .. most liberal
__ . in, .their
.
. .
- 1 The dedicatory exercises took plac'
have been transferred to the new cor of
the
Big
Fair,
which
a
clash
o
f
.
A
—.
,,
,at ,1 o clock in the afternoon with th •
„
, _ ,
_
_ . „
poration o f which Mr. Churchill is a dates could not but help to reduce the
attendance
following Grand Lodge officers offleiatmember and who also will be retain
iing:
ed as manager for the Aroostook coun
The proposed dates of the Fairs in '
'
. .
.
.
.
_
.
.
„
man
Silas B. Aaams, Grand Master
ty theatres.
te .arranged circuit for 1920 w ill; J. Orin Smith, Dep. Grand. Master
4
It is $he intention o f the new cor probably be as follows:
! W. S. Davidson, Grand S. W.
poration to give the people of this
Bangor. Maine. August 24. 25. 26. 27,
Leo S, How as Grand J. W.
section the same high class shows
Walter B. Clark as Grand Sec.
mo.
end ffidtures that are shown in other Houlton, Maine. August 31, Sept. 1. W. F. Braden as Grand Trea.
dtltes in New England.
Rev. H. Scott Smith, Grand Chaplin
New end up to date theatres will 2, 3, Y920.
Geo.
A. Gorham as Architect
Presque Isle, Maine. Sept. 7, 8. 9,
be ktiDt in Presque Isle, Fort Fairfield
E. P. Henderson as Grand S. I)
Caribou and Yan Buren on lots that 10, 1920.
A. A. Putnam as Grand J. D.
Woodstock, N. B. Sept. 14, 15, 16,
are centrally located and on which
Thos. W. Huggard as Grand S S.
options have already been obtained.
17. 1920.
Hazen Nevers as Grand J. D.
Mt. E. J. Bolen achitect for the Ma
This makes a fine circuit for horse
E. Murray Graham, Grand Marshal.
sonic Temple In this town, who is al men, stock exhibitions and amusement
These
officers performed
thc
so associated in the new corporation companies and will lessen the hauling
ceremony
of
dedication
in
a
very
accompanied Mr. Black on the trip.
expense greatly.
impressive
manner
completing
the
The days of the one man theatre is
All that remains to make the 1920 dedication according to the ri'e.. of
rapidly fading, the amusement busines Fair the best ever, will he co-operation
the order.
Is growing in a direction ’ of consoli
and its none too early to begin to
The present officers of Monum-M
dation of interests and already Mr.
push a little now.
Lodge are:
Black’s holdings consist of some thing
like 75 theatres throughout New Eng
Alfred E. Astle. Worshipful Master
land and Houlton Is to be congraulatMurdoch B. McKay. Senior Warden
AT THE HEYW00D
ed upon Its selection of a member of
Thomas P. Packard. Junior Warden
For nearly 40 years the Heywood
the famous Black’s theatre circuit.
William F. Braden. Treasurer
*
Theatre which has been popularly
Walter B. Clark. Secretary
known as the Opera House has cater
Edwin P. Henderson. Senior Deacon
ed to the public in the amusement
TITCOMB-DAVIS
Aaron A. Putnam. Junior Deacon
line and at the opning of the season
A very pretty wedding took place on Saturday evening it seemed like
Rev. H. Scott Smith, Chaplain
lest Wednesday afternoon at the the old times when the house was
T. Victor Holdaway, Marshal
residence o f Mr. and Mrs. Daniel open as often as several times each
Thomas W. Huggard. Senior Steward
Davis on Franklin street, when their i "'*'"** '
El.-,on A. Hosford. Junior Steward
daughter Ruth was united In marriage I
*
Bernard Archibald. Pianist
to Alton Tltcomb, son of Mr. and Mrs. !
atrons ot this Popular theatre
Amos Putnam. Tyler
E. P. Tltcomb of Littleton.
]saw many changes’ first was the
The
Woodstock brethren numbering
Tke ceremony was preformed in the Icam*ort of the new heating system,

April 13, 1860
To
December 27. 1916

SILAS B. ADAMS
Grand W. M. of Maine

People in Houlton desiring to par- 1Canadian communities Houlton and
tnke
sPec*a* Thanksgiving d in -;many smaiier places. He would take,
ner at the Sne11 House should notify jjn Moosehead Lake, Mounts Katahdin
them by telephone 511 for resevations j and Kineo, and many other lakes and.
as to the number.
i woodlands, not to mention all the poThe November termn of the S. J. ! tatoes of Aroostook. He would do alt
Court convened in Houlton Tuesday ; this under Article 19. of Section 1, o f
morning with Judge Hanson presiding I the Peace Treaty. The text o f this
and a large attendance of lawyers treaty reads as follows:
“ The assembly may from time to
from all parts of the county.
time
advise the reconsideration by
meeting was add on Aug. 1 191 9.
means of the league of treaties which
H. H. S. NOTES
p - st Masters
have become inapplicable and the con
On Tuesday, Nov. 4 the Foot Ball
sideration of international conditions
may
:
own
d iy an- )i 5b ‘
team went to Van Buren to play a whose continuance might endanger the
1<) I.m.ow D: ■ i)l*’U wh< >
return game with St. Mary's College.
peace of the world.”
An: ■s !)-■mi at the
They wen* started on their journey
ii
k-n.s>, n 0 rder.
It is evident from Sir Andrew's ar
by the student body with a great
ticle that the whole northern section o f
i: oin ,ie; 11; e
i! 1.. i f . :n;; ay ", no Have
many cheers.
will: Die 0 rder.
Maine that extends well up toward the
■ ' i 1 ■:
On rriving at Van Buren about 3
I ne
Canadian border i* coveted by the Ca«
I'!,:.:
o <■lock the opposing team was waiting
>e n
il lias
; nadians. Canada h&s three railroads,
on the field and after an immediate
■>ear,
; the Canadian Pacific, whose tracks run
t hange to foot ball clothes the game
’ 150 miles through the United States;
D. t
started.
the Grand Trunk Pacific, whose tracks
Cha
The Houlton boys although playing
!
run 100 miles on the Maine border;
Mint; ;1 H l-oaa ) •0against odds they were able to score
and
the Intercolonial lines which are
Rie’mml 1. B.i blr 1*6::
in the last half. Jack Iott going over
-only
a little further removed from the
L. P<owers i • 1
with a touchdown. In the last few
\Maine boundary. It can easily be un
Dr. I-J N Mayo 1M55-66
minutes of playing St. Mary's also
derstood the advantages to Canada if
.!, Z. S wanton 1S67
marie a touchdown. Soloman carrying
the League of Nations should make
Albei •t Lovejoy i1868
off the honors for his team.
a'-iy
such apportionment of Maine terlien, . F. Collins 186!)
The hoys all reported having a fine Tory.
v
1870-71
William H. Gra;
time and were pleased
with the
, When shown a clipping containing
Chas . W. Lyons 1872-73
manner in which they were treated 1
a statement by Sir Andrew McPhail,
John Bryson 1S74
by the St. Mary’s team. It is hoped to
. who suggests that all ot Aroostook
; r ie F. Berry 187 ;>-16-1 i
arrange games in Basket Ball with |
j county
and parts of Penobscot.
Hour y B. Blank ! ,879-So
their team.
*
Piscataquis
and Somerset counties be
1881-82-83
Hen: y F. Col'in-;
Among the visitors Monday were ;
j taken under Article 19 of the covenant
Sanu;e! Putnam 18,84
Miss Winifred Duplisea and Miss !
and annexed to Canada, Gov. MiHiken
Henry F. Collins; 1SS5-86
Elizabeth Rafford of the T9, also Miss j
made the following comment:
Jann s Archibald l 887-88
Million Riley of Presque Isle.
i
“ We should feel flattered at, the
Henry F. Collins 18,89
During the past week school inter-'
judgement
of Sir Thomas McPhail.
Willi s 1. Shaw 1S9'»
<’st has been stirred by the publish- j
whoever he is, but at present we de
I. H. Carlisle 1891
ing of the House Reading Lists pre-j
cline to get excited about the possi
Ja-e A.efiinald 1>92
scribed by the English Department in !
bility.”
' ‘ OiM'ri x. Ruth. 1893
accordance with the schedule laid !
Congressman Ira G. Hersey oi this
(5Of). A. Gorham (Sr.) 1894
down for all high schools.
These j
town
most of whose district would be
1
890
ank
Bryson
J. F;
lists, containing from 250-300 books I
made Canadian territory if Sir An
(!«’o. A. Gorham (Jr.i 1897-!*:
have been compiled from the card j
drew MacPhail had his way. made the
('has . H. Fogg 1899
catalogs of the Cary Library and con
following statement:
Jas. Archibald 10O<>
tain groups of books upon Biography,
“ The vote in the State Thursday
A. G. Rich 1901 -02
History, Travel and Fiction of gen
shows
that the interests of the United
H. Edhlad 19n:U)4
eral educational value1, graded for the
States will be protected. The future
Ira G. Hersey 1905-06
use of the different classes.
boundaries of this country will remain
J*. L. Rideout 1907-08
Each student is asked to report up
as fixed by existing treaties, unless
Frank A.. Peabody 1909-10
on eight books read outside of school
the Senate or the United States itself
Roland E. Clark 1911-12
hours during the year. These lists,
i
i
n
w
u
«
.
u
l
l
i
changes
those treaties. The treaties
B. Archibald 1913-14
arranged by the English teachers with I
__. .
.
. .
,
,
,
U1
® 4
#
will not be changed by any foreign
\. Tompkins 1915-1*5
the valueable assistance of Miss
politicians who covet any part of the
A. O. Putnam 1917-18
Pearce, will be added to as new books
territory held by the United States.”
A. E. Astle 1919
are received at the library and should
Mr. Hersey beleives that the propo
prove of permanent value.
Membership.
sal is a wild idea of the Canadian, but
Readers of the Houlton Times will
The membership has been increasing
adds that possibly it is a feeler put
be interested in the Thrift Essays to
year hv year, until today Monument
out by the Canadian government tobe written in the near future by mem- j
Lo^re has an active membership of
determine how it wiii be received by
bers of the Houlton High School. A
3,5(5 of which 37 have been raised dur
the American people.
prize of one War Saving Stamp has
ing the present lodge year, which will
'
jn M.uvh 1920 and whirh will be been offered for the best paper from
each class, by the following public POPULAR NEWLYWEDS
fur(h(M. jn m ,llKPd |,y that time,
spirited citizens:—Freshman
class,
HOLD RECEPTION
The Third Floor.
Charles Dunn, Sophomore class, L. O.
Mr. and Mrs. William J. Callnan who
A full description of the Third floor Ludwig: Junior class, Walter Cary were married on Nov. 6th held a re
Senior class. Clarence Pierce.
In ception at the home of the bride’s
*(’fv't i'ic.ed m page 6)
addition for the best of the four prize parents Mr. and Mrs. Jeremiah Hur
essays a War Saving Stamp will be ley, Hodgdon, Wednesday evening.
offered by J. K. Plummer. The subject Nov. 12th.
of these papers is to be the meeting of
A large number of friends were pres
Thrift or what Thrift means, the ent it was also the birthday of the
length to be from five to seven hun bride and the dual celebration was a
dred words, while the decision of most enjoyable one.
judges will be influenced by proper
A huge birthday cake on which were
spelling, punctuation, penmanship and 24 lighted candles held the place of
general literary style as well as 1>> the |bonor on the table from which delieiiKentcd. All papres ()US refreshments were served.
ubjert matter presented.
must he pas.;ed in by Dec.5th to judges ' During the evening the young couple
who will be chosen by Mrs. Smith,
were the recipients of many beautiful
Mrs. Rose and Mi'. Perkins.
The captains have been chosen for j an(^ useful gifts consisting of money,
the Walking Clubs. They are as fol- silverware, china and linen.
lows: Senior class, Ralph Blake of the
boys and Bessie Wiggins of the girls; ASSIGNMENT OF DEPUTY
.Junior class, Gertrude McIntyre and
COLLECTORS ANNOUNCED
Joe Gorham; Sophomore class, Doris
Leon O. Tebbetts. collector of in
Pearson and Leland Hovey; Freshman ternal revenue for the District of
class, Grace Robinson and Otto Wil Maine, Friday announced the as
son.
signment of deputy collectors and
men, and it is here that many of the
older and present members received
their degrees, n l>ee. 1897 the lodge
again moved to the Putnam and Rice
block, corner Court and Market Square
and in Aug. 1919 they moved to their
new permanent home, the corner
store’ (if which was laid Aug. 14. 1918,
which Imildi: 'A was dedi rated on
first
the
Frida ' last, and when*

DUX ALLEYS NOW READY

„■

*
*

The work of installing the new
alleys and refinishing the old alleys
at the Meduxnekeag Club was complet
ed Saturday and in the evening a
large crowd was on hand to give
them the once over.
The club now has four of the nicest
alleys in the section, in a well lighted
bidding and every thing is “ spic and
span.”
The Fall tournament composed of
10 teams will begin a schedule this
Tuesday evening and it is predicted
that with new fast alleys some records
will be made.

zone deputies for the main office In
Augusta and the branch office at
Houlton.
Headquarters No. 5. Houlton—Di
vision chief, Leon S. Howe; zone
deputies, Presque Isle. John J. Par
sons; Fort Kent, T. C. Hunton.
The following real estate transfers
have been made through the Jackins
and Jackins Real Estate agency. Dr.
C. B. Benn house on Grove street to
Mrs. Chas. McLean. 100 acre wood lot.
in Hodgdon owned by Kendall Jackins
to Samuel W. Rhoda. 600 acre farm
in Patten to Perkins Potato Co. o f
Presque Isle.
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jsuch
the Holy Rolle^ . °r the are justified by unfair treatment ir. sway is a heavy drag on Germany’s ! and shoulder, yet “ through all his
U. S. R. R. ADMINISTRATION
Director General of Railroads
Hooker Dunkards, who eschew buttons the course they adopt, wo have a quirk endeavor to gain the confidence o f 1sufferings he carried out his duties
the
world.
'cheerfully
and
most
A LL T H E HOM E NEW S
; as vanity and fasten their clothes with sense of injury and resentment against
faithfully until jBANGOR & AROOSTOOK R. R.
overtaken by death.” The collie “ Nell” I
Published every Wednesdaymorning ‘ hooks, but it is
an obsolete theory them.
TIME TABLE
,
D° GS IN THE WAR
developed wonderful intelligence and
by the Times Publishing Co.
! among ordinary
Americans.
The
Thegrowth of sentiment for ar’mCorrected to September 29, 1919
I<rom
Aesop
to
La
Fontaine
and
saved
hundreds
of
lives.”
When
the
------------------------------minister nowadays is really expected tration of industrial disputes may be
Trains Dally Except Sunday
C H A S . H. FOGG, Pres. & Mgr. ! to behave very
much likeother ! due to
the spreading realization of the on"aid the fabulist has found it easy isth division was cut off, Tweed, a
From HOULTON
to
make
animals
talk,
it
is a far ■Highland sheep dog, was sent with 8.28 a. m .--F u r Fort Fairfield, Caribou
people. He and his family must make interdependence of citizens in our eivSubscription in U. S. $1.50 per year
Limestone and Van Buren.
!a creditable appearance and interest ilized communities. The strike* or greater achievement to train them a message for reinforcements and 9.23 a. m .— For Bangor, Portland and
in advance as required by law; in
into
behavior
so
nearly
human
that
[
ammunition;
he
came
through
a
Boston.
j themselves in the affairs of life. The i lock-out is a war method, and the war
Canada $2.o<) in advance.
11.30 a. m.—For Ashland. St. Francis Ft
the
story
of
it
reads
as
if
men
were
j
boche
barrage
three
kilometres
in
ten
minister must attend meetings and ; i.s made on the public in general
Kent, Washburn, Presque Isle, Van
Single copies five cents
via Squa Pan and Mapleton.
_____ ____
i rrmventirms and his wife and d a u g h - ! masses of individuals whose conduct being described. This feat is a(‘‘ i minutes and saved Amiens from falling 1.40Buren,
p. m.—For Dover & Foxcroft, Green
......................
_ ________
ville, Bangor, Portland and Boston
Advertising rates based upon guaran- ters must
belong to
societies and; has fairly entitled them to no injury *oinplished by Lt.-Gol. Richardson in , jnto the hands of the Germans. “Jim
clubs. As much is exacted from the , from any quarter. It musf be possible his absorbing account of the con- j a cross-bred
retriever,
covering 6.26 p. m.—For Bangor, Portland and
teed circulation.
Boston, Buffet Sleeping Car Caribou
surely,
for
men
of
good
will
everytribution
made
by
British
dogs
to
distances
up
to
iy2
miles
three
or four
to Boston.
minister as from any public-spirited
Entered at the Post Office at Houlton
8.02
p. m.—For Fort Fairfield, Van Buren
citizen, if not more. He is thought where, who are willing to work at the vviliMing oi the war. The work tjmes faster than a man, carried
Due H O U L T O N
for circulation at second-class
better of from having a family, and their peculiar task to be guaranteed began with a gathering-in. literally adispatches under terrific and heavy j 8.19 a. m.—F^^lntB ^ o n ,°P o r tla iid >Ban
postal rates.
mobilization,
of
animals
from
all
parts
shellfire,
which
no
human
runner
gor. Buffet Sleeping Car Boston to
blamed if he does not educate his against molestation.
Caribou.
of Engand, Ireland, Scotland and j could have survived.
9.19 a. m.—From Van Buren, Caribou, Ft.
All Subscriptions arc DISCONTIN children well. His material burdens
Fairfield.
GERMANS AND SUBMARINES
Wales. Once on the western front the I “ Creamy,” a cross-bred lurcher,
UED whon more than 3 months in ar are great. No vow of poverty is open
12.68 p. m.—From Boston, Portland, B&nThe
most
prevalent
type
of
Gerrecruits
went
into
camp
and
were
|
saved
the
Third
Londoners
from
being
to him—and yet that sort of poverty
rears.
gor, Greenville, Dover 4b Foxcroft.
which means constant anxiety is his— man mind is a puzzle. It seems ab- initiated into conditions c l o s e l y i cut off in front of Villers Bretonneux. 2.54 p. m.—From St. Francis, Ft. Kent.
y.a“ Bur«u. Washburn. Presque isle,
WHAT W I L L Y O U G IV E ?
via Squa Pan.
unless, indeed, he is one of the shining solutely impervious to the world s resembling those which would have to When “ Paddy” delivered his message
6-21
p. m.—From Van Buren, Limestone
condemnation
of
the
crimes
com-1
be
met.
;
it
was
found
that
he
had
been
badly
Already the little ones of this lights of the profession, whose services
Fort Fairfield.
war, iThe dogs had to cross streams, find j gassed and was totally blind, but in 7.59Caribou,
community are beginning to wonder are competed for by rich congrega mitted by Germany during the
p. m.—From Boston, Portland, Ban
gor.
wbat Santa Claus will bring them tions. And even then the added re unaware of any wrong having been ■their way through acres of barbed three hours he “ had his eyes open
Ti(D6 t&biQJ) giving GOlUDlutA fVlfAFtnE■
this Christmas.
*
quirements put upon him sometimes done at any time by the German |wire, brave smoke barrages and face and was as lively as ever.” And what Bon may be obtained at“ cket efflees
Daughters are making veiled sug drive him as near the fateful forces on land or sea, and positively ; the most tremendous rifle and gun fire a keeper said of “Joe" was practically Armt. b S ^ ^ ON’ ° - n,ral
r
gestions, and the sons are openly Micawberian margin as his brother incapable of being ashamed of the j without flinching. Prepared at last, j true of all the dogs; “ He is worth his
bidding for parental favor at this who serves the poorer congregation. most shameful deeds. Evidently there ! they were distributed to various |Weight in gold. The dog can always
PROFESSIONAL CARDS
time.
The
question
therefore
arises is no limit to the conviction that stations for service and put under the j be reiied on - These are only samples
The
Mother has her secret desires and whether the time has not come for the whatever Germany did must have been j care of keepers. The average time j taken from scores of cases.
JOHN 0 . WILLEY, D. 0 .
ftther is checking up to see if he can churches to take organized action to right. I f there is one thing for which : show n by these four-footed runners Janimals showed an the qualities Gf the
soldier—amenableness
fio
afford a new suit or a pair of shoes. meet this evil, and by common action above all others the Germans should was found to be from half to one-third . trained
OSTEOPATH
r> .
The family eye is turning t o possibly to consolidate congregations be penitent and remorseful it is their ! of that taken by a man, and at night j discipline, devotion to duty, courage Graduate Am»pi«in
Klrksville, Mo.
8 ®°Pa 7
Christmas and is bright with expecta or parishes that are too small or poor murderous submarine warfare o n j still less. The human messengers j 0f the highest kind, patience in sufferSuite 10-11 New Masonic Building
tion. Yuletide joy is hovering in the to support a minister properly, or in peaceable merchant ships, taking the j often returned cut and bleeding from j jng and ^be wm to “ carry on,” even
Hours 9 to 12— 2 to 5
offing and all arms are extended to it. some other way to lift the minimum lives of many thousands of innocent j barbed wire and other obstacles, the j wben wounded. If we can admire such Phone
H O U L T O N , M A IN E
But what will you give? That is the reward for the service of the altar. non-combatants. Does not the nation ! dogs, with few exceptions, came ■qualities in dogs, we should admire
them all the more in men.
old, old story—the one which each Occasional purses, gifts or donations which pursued that criminal course i through safely and without delay,
person must determine for himself. do not help the situation any. Indeed, pray to have it forgotten? Not at all.! There was a standing rule against
C. E. WILLIAMS, M. D.
German manufacturers and build- j holding up a dog on the way, for most
Our local merchants are ready for they may tend to encourage the idea
OFFICE AT RESIDENCE
along with ers who engaged in the submarine , of the animals liked to be called and
the rush. They are prepared to satisfy thatthe minisercan get
129 Main St. Houlton, Mo.
•▼®ry ^egfitjlm^te demand.
Their miserable paybecausesomebody d business wish to can y it on as a j patted But the training brought out
going
to
help
him
out
in
an
emergency
i
business
still,
trading
on
the
good
a
giowing
sense
of
tight
and
wrong
•elections are especially appropriate
It is not enough that you
and they have the favorof charity.
|reputation
that
they
apparently such as increased the dog’s unwillingthis year.
NEW DENTAL PARLORS
the imagine they gained in the war, and ness to stop in his run; even when he
stop the cough, you must g o
Oui* advertising columns will keep Has notthe timecome for
Corner Pleasant Street and
yon In touch with the situation each denominations to fix a minimum and a wishing to find customers in the al- j did linger he would generally make back o f the effect and rem ove
Highland Are.
lied and associated nations. Scottish good by increasing his pace after
treek. The choicest and best of all decent wage for their preachers?
the
cause.
Thousands
subject
shipbuilders are among those who j starting again. "It is amusing,” says
DR. L. P. HUGHES
fflfts will be found there.
to
cold
s
and
coughs
find
that
have
been
invited
to
buy.
A
well
Col
Richardson,
“
to
come
across
two
You want it, the home town has it.
INTERDEPENDENCE
known Greenock firm. Scott’s Ship- or three dogs at a point some distance
•nd the home paper will tell you where
Ransford W. Shaw Seth S. Thornton
Modern civilization leaves nobody
building
& Engineering Company, has from home. They are going hack with
to get it.
living and working unto himself alone.
received a letter from
a Berlin fheir messages, and are keeping up
SHAW ft THORNTON
Each unit in the mass depends on the
business house urging the purchase a steady lope, generally led by the
f
THE RED TIDE EBBS
ATTORNEYS
others, and has a right so to depend.
of U-boats in separate parts which best dog. Suddenly something will
The coal strike, or attempted coal
Prompt attention to all business
In early days, each man did every
could be put together on the Clyde, attract one of them, and they even all
strike, ends. The miners are ordered
Houlton,
Main*
thing for himself, gathering his own
Surely this German bid for business , stop for a minute. But the dog that
hack to work by their leaders. Those
Probate matters have Special
food, fuel and clothing and building
leaders are wise in recognizing that
is stupid as well as impudent, seeing ! knows its work best will not long th re e o r fo u r tim e s d a ily
Attention
his own hom^. What the others did
that the nations which defeated Ger- tolerate delay, and it soon trots off
the law is the best friend that organ
was no particular concern of his. so
works
w
onders
in
building
up
ised labor has and that a conflict with
many have scores of her submarines and now sets the pace at a fast gallop,
long as they left him unmolested by
S co tt’s derives
DR. F. 0 . 0RCUTT
It is to be avoided. They recognize,
and
know all about the parts of which which the others are bound to follow." resistance.
physical violence.
One dog. known as “ Boxer.” who had its pow er to strengthen by
however relcutantly that public opinion
D 6N TI8T
they
are
composed.
The
most
decent
■ Today, all is changed. Men work at
been tempted to linger over a carcass,
has been against them from the first
submersible
vessel
that
the
Gormans
Fogg
Block
its pow er to nourish . B etter
specialized tasks. This is possible on
built, the merchantman Deutschland, showed on caching his kennel all the
In this conflict and they know that
ly through interdependence.
without the help of public opinion
which came across the Atlantic t« evidences of wrong-doing, but after le t S c o t t ’s Emulsion help
The worker in Montreal depends on
that experience "rose quickly above rem ove the cause .
their cause is hopeless. The outcome
DR. W. B. R0BEN
the . coal miner in Pennsylvania or Baltimore in July, I'll*;, and to New
tHe temptations of the best.” "Re
is a matter for congratulation
all
The Norwegian co<B' • -o il used
Loudon
in
October,
is
now
on
public
OSTEOPATHIC PHYSICIAN
elsew’here to supply his fuel, and the
refined
leased at 5 P. M., with an important in Scott’s Emulsion is .
round. It is a good thing for labor as
in our ow n American Laboratories.
Suite 22, Mansur Block
coal miner depends on the Monnvalev exhibition at 'he Victoria embankmessage."
says
his
keeper,
"he
jumped
well as for the country as a whole. It
Its purity and quality is unsurpassed.
to pay for his toil. Neither class can ',;*nt in the British capita!. Neither
Tel.
156
Houlton, Maine
at me at 5:25. A tip-top performance Scott fit Bowne, Bloomfield,N.J. 19-27
Is a triumph of industrial sanity over
desert the common task without injury to American nor British builders onlie forces that make for confusion am!
Berlin. Bn-men or Willi! Im.-ha v a sell of about four mill's. A great dog!”
to the other.
A few of tin* animals were caught In. , 0
disaster.
submarine secrets.
So. also, all the people arc dir- <tly
Indirectly, it is a result of the vic
Nor art* Germans likely to mal-.e shrapnel, hut no doe left In • route
tory of law’ and order here in Mas concerned in the conduct of the vari tortunes by raising ships which their ni'Tely because In* was hit: a few
sachusetts a wreek ago, for that vic ous classes in industry. Each man wL; >'■'.(.ats :-ank. Indeed, there is no came in with their messages only to
tory gave a much needed backbone works at his separate task dot's so
charc-e of the offers to no th w •. i, die of their wounds. "Dick,” a black
to those in authority at the national confidence only because lie expects er to furnish tin* apparatus
h cw retriever, was hurt severely in back
capital and forced radical leaders in the others to work at their tasks and accepted, and if they attempt to re
every field from coast to coast to to exchange the result of their labor cover sunken ship.- of other nations
k
understand that America is not in a for the result of his. That is a common tor nor--.;ral profit they will llud that
right
under
our
modern
way
of
living
mood to follow’ w’here Russia has led.
tL e -■. ■ d;, v.s such net ion 1.- ; racy
your mouth tastes like all the mean
The collapse of the coal strike, in with diverse needs readily supplied, a No rl:1 1ion new
things you ever did—mixed together,
ntertaiu- tin old
’Tont advance from the time:' when
then you need
place of the threatened defiance of the ’•
do'trine that ownership cannot
he
government, will go far to relieve the
bidividual lived in a crude co:.- ■-1,!inteii in ships stink outside th•*
public mind in other matters than the (,ition ot bis own making,
’ h.eentiV limit. American ships under
In the twilight ot civilization, man forojgn waters tire still American, and.
concern over the coal supply for the
winter months. It gives ground for
us nuKh less ' ulneiable to a sank , .•inenibering that Germany sank them.
hope that the Red tide, which has been by his fellows than is th* ease today our government will not dream of
S o ld o n l y in s e a le d p a c k a g e s
threatening to engulf honest labor, no 1J1 ,,,lr times, w<* depend for vital as- h tting her raise them. Why does she
Your mouth is a good
l£gg than to w’reck our government sistance in life upon others, often far- refresh the public memory and keep
indication of the con
dition of the stomach
and democratic institutions, is ebbing removed from our circle. Their re- inn-elf identified with the submarine
and bowels.
126
and will continue to ebb.
!';isal <-f- the common task of nenna! e v-csses 7
Tile problem is mop'
Largest S ale o f A n y M ed icin e in the W orld .
______________
prodmtive living dangerously molests definitely moral than psychological.
Sold ev ery w h ere. In b ox es, 10e., 25 c.
THE MINISTER’S PAY
Unless they can show us that they And the obvious insensibility to moral
Probably there has been no year
ithin the last half-century wiien the
leagre pay of ministers of the gospel,
f priests or clergy, or by whatever
ame we know the pufessio.i
o!
Ivinity. has not been mere or le-s ,i
tatter pf discussion. L is especially
Those people who suffer with the distressing symptoms attending chronic dyspepsia
subject of discussion at the prese.it will be interested to read the following voluntary testimonial:—
“ I have kept the “ L. F .” Atw ood’s Medicine in the house
me; and it must be said that the
for over twenty years and have received great benefit from it.
urrent agitation of this matter is
It does seem as though I could not keep house without it.
iking the more practical turn of
In the past I have had a very bad stomach trouble, and could
hardly do my work. After taking a few bottles of the true “ L.
eeking actual remedies. With tin*
F .” Atw ood’s Medicine, I became much better. My niece has
normous inflation of prices, the
also been greatly benefited by it. W e both are willing to
teagreness of the minister’s pay relarecommend the medicine to all who need a remedy for dyspep
▼ely not only to his needs but to th *
sia and constipation.’’
Mrs. C. S. Dunning,
swards oi secular occupations has
R. F. D . N o. 2,
North Harpswell, Me.
•come more apparent—one may sav
Get a bottle today, or write for a free sample. “ L. F .” Medicine Co..
lore scandalous.
Successful steps Portland, Me.
*
ave been taken in several important
abominations to lend at tract Hen ess
> the holy profession, in spite of its
taterial hardships, by providing retirelent funds, and thus assuring the
Dor preacher against utter penury in
Id age. but the retirement fund does
J u m p y ,
I r r i t a b l e ,
ave the effect to meet present
ecesslties. and the average minister’s
>t, so f a r , as the pressure of his
vine expenses is concerned, remains
F r a z z l e d
N e r v e s —
ard Indeed.
Inasmuch as the people
who
onstltute and support the churches
when caused by coffee— are help
till almorfr universally esteem and i
ed to becom e norm al, healthy
enerate. andi often
love, their
ilnlsters. It may be asked why they
nerves, when a change is m ade to
ay them so poorely. Why should it
e supposed that a country minister
tiould get along on less than half the ,
Is another unit around which is built the high standards o f
ages o f a carpenter or a bricklayer?
the Buick Valve-in-Head M otor Car’s efficiency and durability
adoubtedly, the general condition is |
i a considerable measure due to the
Each spoke and felloe hewed from the proud giants of
srslstence o f the Idea that t h e ;
linlster Is piously devoid of the j
nature’s forests withstand every twist, shock or strain.
T his w holesom e table beverage
laterlal motive In life. He serves the ,
liar from a lofty sense of duty be-1
Their strength, endurance and quality, wedged and an
with a rich arom atic, coffee
•use he has obeyed a call to it. and ;
chored securely into the Buick built hub, evenly absorbs
ot for an. earthly reward. He Is
like flavor is deliciously satisfy
ipposed to have renounced all world-1
and distributes with care and safety the tremendous thrusts
f considerations. A bare subsistence i
ing, econom ical, and respects
of unusual stress which it encounters in daily use.
i enough for him—indeed, the en-1
urance of material hardships, with ;
both health and pocketbook.
Upon each wheel is the Buick hub cap—a name which
scaslonal hunger o f the stomach and |
ireadbareness of raiment, is con -:
gives to all purchasers the assurance of protection and a
Made by Postum Cereal Company
ucive to refinement of spirit and
guarantee of satisfaction and service.
lalation of souL That, at least,
Battle C reek, M ichigan
Mias to be the primitive theory which
When Better Automobiles A re Built BU ICK Will Build Them
loat congregations go on in denying j
iair pastors the means of a com-1
* S old by G rocers and General Stores
triable existence. It may still be a
slid theory with certain rude sects,.
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any particular lens for the srason 1James 15. Watson, 23; Senator Warren members of the committee are reported will let it be known in a rather formal dancy of Attorney General Palmer for

REVISED LAWS FOR
way that he will not seek another the Democratic nomination, and per
that it is extremely difficult to do so j( . Hurling, 22; Senator Hiiam John to be against such a move.
: >n, i : Willie::n M. Taft, ■": Gem ; .1
n
vill f * he signal haps Secretary Baker will permit his
MOTOR VEHICLES under t'te pnv.ent iw.
After this meeting or siiortly before < nil ioM Thi

Per '
Setr: • Philander C.
T!: ."ilc , (. . the
-lie tin’,
The rules and regulations of the
Knox. 1; Governor William ( . r-proul.
public utilities commission regarding commission stipulate that -no bulb or 1; noncommittal, 15. Absent, <.
lamp shall be used in an> headlight
headlights on motor vehicles which
Senate.- General Wood. 20; Senator
which is of a greater candle power
were promulgated in August, 1917 than 24, or equivalent wattage. The Harding. 4; Senator Johnson, 4,
under the provisions of a law enacted lens in the headlight must be so ar Senator Watson, 2; Senator Poindexter
2; Charles E. Hughes, 1;
Senator
by the legislature of that year and ranged that on a level road the re
Borah,
1;
Senator
Kellogg,
1;
Senator
which have been disregarded by a flected ray at a distance of 75 feet in
front of the motor vehicle shall not be ! Spencer, 1; Senator Edge, 1, Senatoi
great many motorists on account of
greater than 42 inches from
the j Sutherland, 1, Geneial l< is mg.
the fact that it has been generally grounds. The commission also frowns i noncommittal,
supposed that no penalty was attach very severely upon the use of spot- j The poll, it is said, showed that the
ed to this violation, comes into added lights, although it recognizes the fact New England Republican Congressmen
almost unanimous for Wood, who
prominence this year through the fact tliat a spotlight has its legitimate use.
was
Dorn
in New Hampshire and edu
The Maine Automobile association
that the last legislature imposed an
cated
at
Harvard
University.
important responsibility upon the Jhas recommended the barring of the
The members from New York State
use of spotlights entirely, but the
secretary of state in this regard.
commission has evidently, not felt also showed a strong preference for
Under the provisions of the revised satisfied in going so far as to absolute General Wood, due, it is surmised, to
motor vehicle laws which become el- i ly forbid their use. In promulgating the Plattsburg movement and his asso
fective Jan. 1, 1920, the secretary of rules and regulations in 1917 the ciation with the late Colonel Roosevelt.
commission does say however, that i f ! Fifteen New York members expressed
state must demand a statement from
these lights are improperly used they a preference for him, one for Lowden,
the applicant as to whether the motor
one for Watson, one for Taft, one for
will be entirely barred.
vehicle for which registration is
Pershing, and three were noncom
mittal.
^asked, is equipped with lights which
GEN. WOOD LEADS
Nineteen members of the House
^conform to these rules and regula
IN
CONGRESS
POLL
from
Pennsylvania declared for Wood.
tions. If the lights do not so conA confidential poll of Congress made Lowden had one supporter from that
form, the secretary of state must re
by The Cincinnati Enquirer indicates Istate, Harding one, Knox one and
fuse to register the motor vehicle and that General Leonard Wood is strong- j Sproul* one.
must also refuse to grant to the own ly favored for the Republican Presi
After the meetings of the Republican
er a license to operate the same. It is dential nomination. He received more and Democratic National Committees
true that there has been no specific preference than all of the othpr here next month national politics will
candidates combined in the answers be in full swing. These meetings will
penalty for operating a motor vehicle
to this question:
be held chiefly to decide upon the
not equipped with proper lights and
“Who, in your opinion, will be the convention cities. Chicago seems to
for this reason a great many motor nominee of the Republican Party f o r , have the lead for the Repubican
ists have disregarded the whole law, President in 1920?”
convention, with Cleveland, IndianAssurance was given to members apolis, St. Louis, and San Francisco
much to the annoyance of the many
thousands who have endeavored to that their replies would be treated seeking the Democratic convention.
confidentially and that only the general
live up to its provisions.
An effort will be made at the Demo
With the going into effect of the result would be made known.
cratic meeting to put through a resolu
new revision, however, the person
The poll showed the following:
tion favoring the repeal of the twowho takes his car on to the highways
House.—General Wood, 116; Gov thirds rule for the nomination of a
with lights which do not conform to ernor Frank O. Lowden, 41; Senator Presidential candidate. The leading
these regulations subjects himself to
a heavy penalty. As will be found by
a careful study of the new laws. Sec
tion 20 of the revised statutes, which
has been renumbered Section 19, has
this to say regarding lights: “ All
lights attached to motor vehicles shall
conform, to the rules and regulations
as promulgated from time to time by
the public utilities commission."
Section 22 of the revised statutes,
which has been re-numbered Section
21 by the revision reads; “ Whoever
violates any provision of the five pre
ceding sections, shall be punished bv
a ine of not less than $10 nor more
than $25 for the first offense, and not
less than $25 nor more than $100 for
thto second offense committed during j
any period of 12 months, or by impris- j
Qnment for a term not evceeding 60 ,
days. "Section 19 as re-numbered is
of course included in the "five pre
ceding sections," and there is little
FOR B L A C K .W H ITE .TA N .A N D
doubt that the penalty thus attached
OX-BLOOD(DARK BROWN) SHOES
includes the violation of the light law.
THE KRDAUEYCORPORATIONS LIMITED^ BUFFALO. N Y
It is understood that the public utili
ties commission refuses to approve

is expected that President Wilson lor the announcement of the candi- name to go before his own State, Ohio.
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Is your dinner set or vour table china just what you desire?
A visit to Perry’s China Department will reveal the largest
and most carefully selected stock ever shown in I-Ioulton,
with many beautiful and novel

pieces

that

would

add

much to your table.
Dinner Sets in semi-Porclain and China, priced from $40
to $75, handsomely decorated— many different patterns,
“ Haviland” ,

“ Minton” ,

and

“ Nippon”

designs

and

decorations.
“ Royal Doulton” and Pickards hand painted China in a
great variety.

Glassware, Pitchers and Tumblers in cut

glass, etched patterns and plain, large assortment.

We

also carry a large stock of the old reliable English Whiteware.

Odd shaped China Pieces

Doulton, Window Boxes ,ete.

in

Nippon

and

Royal

Silverware, Sterling Silver,

Rogers and Community Plate to brighten up the table.
One of those Thompson Water

Color

framed

Pictures

might put just the finishing touch on your room, we have

SAVE the Leather

a good line of subjects to select from.
Visit our store, look over our stock, you may find the very
tiling you have long desired.

Remember it is no trouble

(<> show our line— you will not be urged to buy

IN

J. 1 ). P e r r y

SHOE POLISHES

The Old Reliable Jewelry Store

Keep Your Shoes Neat
LIQUIDS A N D PASTES

i

L

T h e First D ay o f O ur G arm ent Sale the
j M ost Successful W e H ave Ever Enjoyed j

The Greatest Values W e Have Ever Offered Has Made This Possible
Ladies’ and M isses’

Coats, Suits, D resses and Skirts
Prices greatly reduced in order to cut down our large stock of garments.
The largest Value-Giving Sale ever inaugurated in Our Garment Department
Sale Started —

-----------------

S a tu rd a y , N o v e m b e r 1 5
--------------------------------------- Ends Saturday, November 29
ONE LOT LADIES AND MISSES COATS
LADIES AND MISSES HIGH GRADE
A wide diversity of designs gives an
COATS.
The latest styles, the new
DOVOUfi
opportunity to satisfy one’s desires
est mat (‘rials, the finest of workmanCHBISTAAS
perfectly, and soft, warm materials
add to the attractiveness and effect
of every style. Values fro:u $4 Q .5 0
$22.50 to $25. Sale Price
■©

shopping
A

O

W

snip in every garment and every one
worth from $37.50 to $40 $ * * A ,0 0
each. Sale Price
O U

4

LADIES AND MISSES BETTER GRADE
COATS. In all the smart Coats you
find in this lot the quality and work
manship is of the best. Values from
$25.50 to $30.00
$ p Q .5 0

lot of Coats with fur collars in ■ eluding a few Plushes, guaran
teed linings, the best Coats to be had
no matter when* you purchase These
Coats are worth from $42.50 to $50
and will be sold for ONLY $ ^ ^ . 5 0

3 7

Sale Price
About 250 to 300 fine all wool Skirts,
fine variety of style to select from in
Blues, Blacks, Browns, Greys, etc.,
also a nice assortment of fancy plaids
These will be offered in this sale at
extraordinary low prices from

$0.98 to $ J 0

We have a few exclusive Dresses in
Crepe de Chene, Georgettes, etc., that
are worth from $50 to $(>() each. Ab
solutely new but there is a little
story goes with them. If you want
a dress of this nice quality at a price,
ask about them. We can save you
from $15 to $20.

Absolutely No Refund
or Exchanges During
This Sale

Our entire line of Misses and Ladies

4 iot of Serges, Tricotines and Silk

Suits will be put on sale at 2 5 ° ( dis

■ Dresses

count.

For instance $25 values will

be sold for $ IN'.75 eaeh.

Do Your Christmas
S h o p p i n g in
November

Every one

is a bargain, but we want to clean

exceptional

values

and

exclusive styles, dresses that form
erly sold for $27.50 to $35
$ p | * 00

Special Sale Price

™ ■

out our suit stock and these prices
will do it.

Ladies and Misses all wool Serges,

LADIES DRESSES. Of all wool mater
ials in a variety of colors and sizes.

Tricotines, etc., in a fine range

of

styles, sizes

of

The latest things out.

materials in this lot.

They have

been selling from $18.50 to $4 A .98
$22.50.
Special Sale Price ■

25 Market Square

G. W . R i c h a r d s & Co.
“34 Years of Merchandising”

10

to

42.

Best

Regularly sold

for $25 to $28.50 and a few $ £ 4 .50
at $30.00. Sale Price
C ■

Houlton, Maine
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When the govern-! The government will not have done before it in checking this revolu
Holland in her desire to become a to 11 ill the morning and from :! to 6 tolerated too lonj
ment has made fitful efforts to |
full duty in dealing with incipient tionary propaganda and adequately
member of the league of nations. The in the afternoon.
The trial of the former Emperor
A new foyer has been put up by the suppress (hem, the enemies of peace |anarchy until it traces the sources and i punishing those who are engaged in
allies, it is said, would not be guilty
William of Germany once more is
of such crude work as that. Holland Y. W. C. A. on the Boulevard Lundy, and order have been allowed to slip Jmeans of support of the anarchist j it. It cannot grapple with the task
agitating Europe, and, from a semi
Finnish, i too soon, or curry it forward too
it is pointed out, has never wanted which has recently been cleared of through the hands of the law almost publications in Russian,
official statement issued here, it
other f energetically.
the kaiser. He was a most unexpected barbed wire and opened to traffic. The as soon as they were apprehended. Hungarian, ^Lithuanian and
would appear that
Holland has
and unwelcome guest. But he came mothers are using the sewing machines When the people saw a leading tongues with which the country is now
decided not to stand in the way i f j
as a private citizen and there was no to make curtains and clothes and j woman anarchist, who had been flooded. According to Samuel A. i Brings the Best into Co-operation
the principal allied and associated
there are indoor games for the children 1sentenced to ten years’ imprisonment, Berger, Deputy Attorney-General o f '
way to get rid of him.
It is no wonder that many are find
powers carry out their announced!
It is possible that Holland now is for use in inclement weather. There released on bail, and allowed, week New York, who made a thorough in ing the new medicinal combination.
purpose ot arraigning the one-time;
reconciled to abiding in the wishes of is an indoor baseball set, bean bags,: after week, and month after month, vestigation of the nearly 50 extreme Hood’s Sarsaparilla before eating.
kaiser before an international tribu ,
„
,
,
..
..
, .. .
|the league of nations in the matter ot sandpiles, see-saws and swings, with ! to go about preaching revolution; and radical foreign-language newspapers Peptiron, a real iron tonic, after eating
nal. It is apparent from dispatches
y
, „
when they saw a leading Socialist! Printed in New York, all but two are and Hood’s Pills as needed, remark
..
.. .
,
.. .
. ..
the kaisers trial, because the talk ot games and books.
ably effective as a course of treatment
reaching this country that public sen_
, ,
. .
Later, as soon as the tram service , radical who had been sentenced to a supported largely by subsidies from for giving vitality, vigor and vim, and
! hanging the kaiser seems to have
timent in Holland is being prepared
died away, and the punishment meted has begun, there will he sewing classes I long term of imprisonment under the rich amateures of revolution of the increasing strength and endurance.
for a government decision yielding
Among the medicinal substances
out to him might be that of public for the girls and women who wish i espionage act, not only going scot free, boudoir Bolsheviki type. Mr. Berger
*p the emperor when the allies make
that
this combination brings into co
reported
last
month:
“
With
two
ex
them
and
classes
in
French,
spelling
but elected to Congress and taking
opprobrium rather than something
operation are such cleansers, tonics
demand.
ceptions
the
editors
or
publishers
letter
writing,
arithmetic
and
geog
his
seat
among
the
national
legislators
more personal.
and digestives as sarsaparilla, nux.
It Is assumed by the Dutch govern
The trial of the kaiser, despite the raphy for the girls whose* education it was hard for them to believe that have admitted to me that the income Iron and pepsin, whose great merit
ment, apparently, that no request for
was in earnest. from their papers would not pay has been fully established.
stir in Europe, is a remote affair, was interrupted by the war. There the government
the extradition of the former kaiser
Good results from such a combina
will
also
be
talks
for
the
girls
who
Happily, we are at the end. of the expenses, and that they would be
however. Nothing can be done in that
tion, in cases amenable to treatment,
will he made until the treaty of Ver,
iit ^
TT
.
do domestic work and lectures on latter scandal. The vote of 309 to 1, bankrupt except for gifts from wealthy seem to be among the “ inevitables.”
naiM becomes folly operative, and " “ rectlon until th* United ' States health, with gymnasium classes both by which Victor L. Berger has just people of this city.” These publications The combination is especially recom
t t . league of nation. 1. a going con -; ™ "fles ,h<! t r *M y of »eace'
day and evening. The Marquise de been unseated, is evidence that Con have, altogether, a circulation of 3,000,- mended for those who are rundown,
«en>. By that time Holland will herPolignac is co-operating in enlarging gress is awakening to a sense of its 000, mainly in the great industrial whose blood Is poor, because of im
purity or lack of iron, whose nerves
self be a member of the league, and, OPEN RHEIMS PLAY GROUNDS the circulating library. A sixteen-year- responsibility.
centers.
are weak or unstrung, livers torpid
as such, it is Inferred from the semi
Little children of Rheims are grow- j old French girl who joined an English
The gvemment has a large task or sluggish. Try it.
According to the latest reports, at
official statement, she will be willing ing healthy and strong and learning class in June has written a theme upon
least 400 of the anarchists arrested in
to abide by the decision of the coun again to play in playgrounds that have the Foyer, in which she said among |last week’s raid are held on deportacil of the league as to what steps been opened by the Y. W. C. A. War
other things:
! tion warrants. They cannot be deahall be taken to punish the man held Work Council, says a letter just
At a Glance You Will Be Able to Distinguish
“ The Foyer is a good institution. It j ported too soon, when their guilt is
responsible for instigating the great arrived from France. Two playgrounds
the Dikerence Between Our Method of Pressing
gives young girls a sane and agreeable j established. These raids were made
est war of all times.
of the most modern sort have been pastime, especially in the devastated on Friday and Saturday; and because
Clothes and the “Old Time Methods
equipped in populous districts of the towns. French women will learn to of them the communist demonstration
Holiand Turns to League.
Used by Others*'
Holand has determined definitely war shattered city, and are not only know their American friends. * * * I which was scheduled for Saturday
W
e give your clothes the natural
’TIS EASY ENOUGH
to become a member of the league of bringing health to the children, but ask above all that the Foyer remain afternoon in Rutgers square, New'York
body shape, better creases and a
TO LEARN
did not come off as advertised; but
aatlona when It Is formally estab- freeing the parents, who are engaged in France as long as possible.’’
thoroughly uniform finish.
Mailed. In doing this she apparently al* day lQng. the fathers in rebuilding
on Sunday a crowd estimated 11,000
THE DIFFERENCE
feels that the perplexing question as their homes and the mothers putting in
gathered in Madison Square Garden,
Cleaning
Repairing
NO LET-UP
cheered wildly speeches in praise of
to what shall be done with the kaiser or(^er
interiors or preparing to
refurnish them.
It is reassuring to hear from Atty. soviet rule, and adopted unanimously
virtually has been solved for her.
------ T H E DRYSDALE PRESS SHOP -----Each
playground
has
a
basket
ball
Gen.
Palmer that there is to be no ; a resolution calling for the immediate
At the present time there is no in
Opp. Snell House, Houlton
ternational machinery by which the field and is equipped with volley ball, “ let-up” in the arrest and deportation |withdrawal of American troops from
Allied nations could call for the sur- and the old beams which shored up of alien anarchists. They have been |Siberia.
render the wood-chopper of Ame- the battle trenches in the vicinity are
roogen, and no International law which being utilized for see-saws, the Ger
would Justify the Dutch people in man prisoners bringing them in,
preparing the boards and putting them
robbing him of his asylum.
With the coming into being of the up. The prisoners have also filled in
league of nations, however, it Is con the shell holes in these open plots of
o
tended in allied circles that the ma land. Here the children play from 9

TRIAL FOR THE KAISER

I

chinery for dealing with the kaiser
will have been established.
The trial o f the kaiser Is provided
for in the main body of the treaty
of Versailles, but the league of na
tions is the instrument through which
the provisions of the treaty are to be
enforced.
It would seem from the statement
Issued in semiofficial Dutch quarters
that Holland is ready to accede to this
view.

MANY WOMEN USE
GLYCERINE MIXTURE

Houlton women will be surprised at
the INSTANT pleasant action o f
simple glycerine, buckthorn bark, etc.,
as mixed in Adler-i-ka. One spoonful !
relieves ANY CASE gas on stomach
or sour stomach. Because Adler-i-ka
acts on BOTH upper and lower bowel
it often
cures constipation
and
prevents appendicitis. One lady re
Has Never W anted Kaiser.
ports herself CURED of a bad case of
The surrender of the former kaiser bowel trouble and constipation. O. F.
is not to be made a condition upon French & Son, druggists.

REAL

Farms

Farms

Fa.”m 726 of NO acres, 51) acres clear
wbh ten room house and barn
20x14, fen tons of hay. I’on bushel of
oats and a complete set of farming
tools, double wagon, sleds; located
two miles from Houlton village, for
uni! price o
$5,000
c

r. “Y)4. o!
»o acres, 1 in cle a re d ,
buildings house and two earns, three
bor:
and, harness one doubt' wagon
iill!
wagon, sm bob-sleds, pong,
nil tool-; on farm; located two and !
miles from Houlton.
Trice $15,000

Farm 728 of ” 00 acres, all in one lot
12 room house; one big barn lit ted in
first class shape for stock included in
the salt' of this farm; 25 cows, two
bails, six horses and harness. 70»)
barrels of potatoes. (500 bushels of
oats, loo tons of hay, all farm mac
hinery, wagons, sleds, milk business
furniture in house; located four and
('lie-half miles from Houlton and
this farm is in the best state of cultivation: one of the greatest opportu
nities for raising large1 acreage1 of
potatoes and also is one of the great
est. stock farms in this locality and
will be sold at a great bargain for
further particulars call or write.

W h e n org a n ized la b or, at
th e In du strial C on feren ce,
d e m a n d e d th e 8 -h ou r d a y
f o r a ll in d u strie s, t h e
N a t io n ’ s o r g a n iz e d fa r m e r s s m ile d .
“ F in e !” sa id t h e y ; “ b u t y o u m ust
re m e m b e r th a t ju s t as y o u r fa c to r y
8 -h o u r d a y m ak es m a n u fa ctu red g ood s
c o s t m e m ore, o u r farm 8 -h ou r d a y

Faun 732, of 400 acres. 200 cleared,
and balance has large quantity of
wood and lumber. The buildings are1
house of 12 rooms, one barn 44xXO;
one 40x50, another 40x75; cuts 125
tom; of hay mid included in this sale
are four horses and harness, two
double wagons, two sets of bob-sleds,
long sled, four cows, 2 two year olds,
two calves and a complete set of
farm machinery; located one mile
from B
A Station. (Ireat. opportu
nity for someone who wants to plant
50 or 00 acres of potatoes and carry
a large stock. We will make the
price right.

w ill m a k e food cost y o u m ore.”
F o r , says

<Z2?e C O U N TR Y
GENTLEM AN
th e fa rm er refu ses lon g er t o b e th e
g o a t in th e ro u n d -rg b in argu m en t b e 
tw e e n la b o r a n d cap ital.
If the 8-hour day is forced
upon the country the
farmer will welcome it as
a relief from his present
14-hour, 7-day schedule,
with unpaid help from
his wife and children —
but both capital and la
bor must pay his price
or starve 1 Wheat at $3
instead of $2.26; pork at
20 cents instead of 14;
milk at 20 cents instead

of 14 — these are 8-hour
farm-day figures.
You ought to read “ The
Farmer's 8-hour Day”
in next week’s COUNTRY
GBNTLRMAN. It will
open your eyes. Sub
scribe through me today,
and I'll get you this num
ber and the 51 other big,
helpful, inspiring timeand-money-saving issues
to come this next year.

Farm 594 of 1X0 acres, 90 acres
cleared, balance has large quantity

Houses

o f wood and timber and the build-

mas are i wo bouses and two barns,
am! included in this sale will be three
Itor; ‘s ami harness; double wqgon,
tiuck wagon. single wagon, pung.
long sled, set of bob-sleds, live cows,
and a complete s“ t of farming macl’ UM'i
locates! two and one-quarieu*
milrum good market on B tS: A
,<
or all
$5 500

Houses

Houses

in this sale is six horses. 23 brad of
cattle, harnes, two double wagons,
two set of sleds, pung and sleigh,
two sets of single harness farming
tools, 50 tons of hay. S0() bushels of
oats. 7 pigs.
Price reasonable.

Fa m 741, of 1G<> acres, 120 cleared,
buildings are1 house and two large
barns, large wood slu'd, wagon house,
well and ice house, grainer.v. potato
r a. n o /37, of 12<> acres, buildings are1 bouse capacity 1.400 barrels, located
live miles from Houlton; cuts 05 tons
bom-!
earn ami sue "; cuts 2u tons
of
hay and the lumber on this farm
of ha
wateT in lions-, double wagon,
is
estimated
to be worth $3,000. In
set of Ixm-sleds, tmw planter. IIoover diggew. mow ing ma 'liin»\ hay rake haled in this sale is four heavy
sp’dpg tooth harrow 2 horse culti- horses, three sets of double harness,
two double wagons, long sled, set of
valor. sulky plow, all small Tubs, ten
bob-sleds
and a complete set of farm
m >i is ui iia \ . i ■i\i i)
’ 'iS
’ Oi" oats. 40
machinery
all in* first class condition,
barrels of Kernel potatoes for the1 small
price1 of
$4,500 about 30,000 of shingles, 05 acres
plowed for crop. Here is one of the
good ones and for further particu
Farm 705, of 147 acre's, 122 acres lars call or write.
cleared, balance wood and lumber,
buildings are house, stable and two
Farm 743, of 150 acres. <S5 tillage,
barns, cuts 50 tons of hay, nearest
beside quite a large amount of pas
depot three1 miles; included in this
turage. The buildings are house and
sale on 1 pair of horses and harness
barn, garage. Balance of the land is
double wagon, set of bob-sleds, pota
wood and timber.
The stock and
to digger, planter, sulky plow, culti
tools are pair of heavy' horses and
vator, two harrows, slasher hay ted
harness, two double wagons, two
der. mowing machine, dump cart
sets of sleds, a complete set of fann
find all tools on farm. Price $10,000
ing tools, barn is modern with elec
tric lights and concrete basement.
Fa in 708, of 1X0 acres, is three miles One of the finest properties on our
from Houlton village, about 85 acres list. Only four and one-half miles to
cleared, balance wood and lumber, good market. And the price is very
buildings arc large house1 and large moderate.
$10,500
barn with horse stable and sheds
connected.
Included in &his sale is Farm 745, of 120 acres, buildings are
five horses and harness, two cows,
house and barns, two and one-half
one yearling and one calf; all the hay miles to market.
Price $3,500
and the grain, two double wagons,
t.wo sets of sleds and a large amount
Farm 747 of 235 acres, 135 cleared,
of farm machinery, all in good re
balance wood and timber. Buildings
pair, all for $13,500. This is a great
are large house, one barn 44xGG, one
trade. Come and look it over at once
20x40, large potato house, electric
before buying elsewhere.
lights through all the buildings and
water in all buildings and only threeFarm 739, of 130 acres, 100 cleared, quarters mile to good market, and
house and two barns, five and one- the price will be made right as this
half miles from Houlton.
Included party wants to sell.

Office 142-W

H ouse 203-12

G rant & G© 11arson

A. C. T O Z I E R
60 Pierce Ave.
Houlton, Maine

A n authorised subscription representative o f

Farms

W e havelm any m ore desirable farm s beside w h a t is in this list, and for fu rth er
— in form ation com e to tne office, u rite or telep h on e
---------------

$1 BUYS IT FOR A WHOLE YEAR!

Phone 527— 1

ESTATE

W e can sell an y typ e o f R eal E state vou m a y have to dispose of, whether* it be
city, village, w o o d lo t or farn^ p ro p e rty II y ou list y o u r p ro p e rty w ith us, y ou
enlist exper ts in the real estate business to assist vou. An im m ediate sale is
made p ossib le th rou g h our unparalleled resou rces, a n d ou r real estate service
tou ch in g ev ery bran ch o f the field. I f y ou w is h to sell at once w e w ill be pleased
to assist you. W e aim to give satisfaction to all concerned.
.

est

The Farmer’s
8-Hour V

io

O

M arket Square

Over B ern stein ’ s

TheLsMm’ Hmm Journal TheSaturday EveningPost
52 b«ms—$2.00
12 Imm*—$1.75
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also interesting, hut most pathetic. Hut. alas: unless the po.ver to thiol; community which, grown old and no ! glass or screen. Mrs. Beekeeper picks
after givi <■' her all to h r i ten
amc::
fly exists in ona.h, it v. Ill longer able to bear a productive part up the insects by their heads and,
ir alV’ i.s, \ >>uld mherwiso be doomed
ho
v
s
th
:
-by
j
.
;
note
o
)vei'.
holding them under a magnifying
< ' ly m ome with age,
will < . • 1
to
;w. Idle : thu: : s or ‘ v. I lie a vay
jig
’'
,
tv
alonv,
l>.'in
:
.he
“ When Europe’s best advertised
Th - iti<
Gee. aph
has
v.Uiie. And as the great iuiid oi in- its time in idle gossip as its sole glass, draws the stings. For this
. ^
.
i
^
tn issued the following bulletin comma first alcalde of the new city, was so dis
purpose a small pair of tweezers is
health resort awoke one morning to
heartened by the ciuei treatment ac t; testing thoughts can he gathered avenue of escape from a worse-thaning the island ot Haiti:
used.
The stings are placed in a disk
t e d its postofflee changet
rom
“ Geographically, the island of Haiti, corded her people that she fled from only where, this power exists, the lethal tedium.
filled with milk and sugar, which
Carlsbad, Austria, to
Karlo-Vivari, jnciU(jjng within its limits the two re- civilization and affluence to the wilds ; minds of aged people will be either
covers them with a coat that prevents
Caecbo-Slovakia, the mental shock to publics of Santo Domingo and Haiti, is Gf the forests, leaving her two children richly freighted or barren, accordingly
BEE’S STINGER PROFITABLE decay.
the German inhabitants must have in the class of the most favored of na- and still faithful husband to mourn her as their younger years were occupied
Raising bees for the stings pays an
Each sting contains a small amount
loss, and was never heard from again. in gathering interesting information
.
*
in
mvnmlnnal
tions,
situated
on
the
western
Eastern woman better than keeping of formic acid, which is removed by
been somewhat like the occasional
’
..
. ,
..
“ From this origin, so casual and do-J or in “ sowing wild oats,
ii
continent aboutmidway between its
them for the honey which they would distillation. The acid is used in theexplosions of its hidden
we s, two grand divisions of North and mestic, arose the first permanent city
Notiiing <an be comparable to the
treatment of rheumatism by homeo
which its famousmineral waters , g^uth America antl abounding in of the New World.”
happiness of the aged person who has produce. From these stings is secured pathic physicians, being administered
says a bulletin of the National . natural resources.” says the bulletin,
a well endowed richly stocked mind the purest formic acid obtainable, and in much reduced strenght, while doc
which is based on a communication
from which he can cull at pleasure the customers are the manufacturing tors of the regular school use it, re
Geographic Society.
IS OLD AGE THE
whatever the moment’s need or fancy druggists of the County. During the duced one-half for resorting circula‘‘Though it is located in Bohemia, |from Rear Admiral Colby M. Chester,
HAPPIEST PERIOD? may suggest. Nor can there be con!U. S. N.
the Englishman had introduced afterpast 24 years this woman has supplied tlon ln (‘ast of paralysis, applying it
Which
is
more favorable
“ The name Haiti, or ‘ High Island.’
tor ceived anything more utterly wretched
externally. Formic acid was one of
neoa tea. and the American had made is significant of the character of its happiness-- youth or old age?
and forlorn than the empty-headed, one firm with 25,000 stings annually; the first of the solid-fat acids dis
tennis popular!, but the
17.000 topography. ‘Sire.’ once said a British
To most people at the first blush the worn-out old libertine to whom every other concerns take from 500 to 5000 covered. It was originally obtained
permanent residents who remained in admiral to his king, George the third. question seems ridiculous. "Youth, moment, is fraught with an oppressive each year, making a yearly trade of by distilling common
red! ants
Carlsbad after the annual influx of when asked about the island. ‘Haiti they are apt to exclaim, “ is the very ennue from which nothing can relieve 50.000 stings. To produce this number (Formica rufa) from which the name
some 70,000 visitors were essentially : looks like that,’ and he crumpled up a springtime of happiness; what can you him except that of which he is most but two colonies of bees are necessary is derived.
in dread the grave,
German and Karlo-Vivari remains so. 1 Piece of paper and placed it upon the ; expect from the winter of old age?'
while it would require 50 colonies to
according to the press reports.
: table. A brief description though this And yet. here’s the testimony of no
It is. of course, vain to bid youth ini“Hence it is easy to understand how ! may be, it well fitted the ease. The ; less a personage than Joseph
Joseph H.
H. pr(m, its
honrs by laying up make an amount of honey equal in
it< gol(lon
^r,irt(in iunry
\
this island of Germans, under Czech j island is about 400 miles long, ir.O ; Choate, who in his 78-year, declared: mental treasures, which are destined value to the stings.
mk>, is approaching a political boiling ! miles wide, and is about the size of IUndoubtedly the happiest time in life (() beronie S() glvat
source of
The methods of taking the sting
or heaviness after meals are
Dispatches-tel! of the open dis-|the state of New York. It is irregular j js between seventy and eighty.’
happiness in later years. .Minds as from a bee is simple. The bees are
most annoying manifestations
Of Emperor Franz Joseph’s ! in shape and is Intersected by three
in Plato’s “ Republic" an old chap is well as characters. are largely what
of
acid-dyspepsia.
introduced at the very outset of the om, aJu.estors have made them for us; first gathered in a specially arranged
portrait, and of the refusal of the chains of mountains.
“ Historically, Haiti, or Santo Doinin- : work, who tells some young interroga- and therefore, just as no amount of box by shaking a comb on which they
native sons who live by means of the
v?
go,
is the senior of our own country, tors that he never was really happy un- preaching will ever give a natural- are working, over the mouth of the
saline waters and salt derivatives, to
if
we
leave out of consideration the til he became aged.
born scoundrel a good disposition, so 1box. Next, in a room with all the
call Carlsbad
any other name.
pleasant to take, neutralize
Prof. William Lyon Phelps, address- neither will years 0f teaching
“Tradition had it, and the inhabi legendary reports concerning the visits
aciditu and help restore
bl shades but one drawn, the box is
tants preferred
to believe that of the Norsemen to our northern coasts ; ing an audience at Andover recently. (.oPeges an(j universities serve to
normal digestion.
opened. As the bees come out of the
■ u peror Charles IV discovered the 800 years ago. and we are somewhat spoke of a woman of 83. who had told convert a dunce into a savant.. NeverMADE BY SCOTT & BOWNE
of box they are attracted to the lighted
hsaltng power of the waters that gush indebted to this beautiful island for Ihim that she considered old age more theless. there is some degree
MAKERS OF SCOTT’S EMULSION
'favorable than youth for happiness. profic]en(.y possible in both cases by window, and cluster there on the
through the vents of the mammoth our own development.
On St. Nicholas day (Dec, 6), 1492, lie asked her, Are you as happy as ]ong enough and persevering enough
Md that nature clapped down over a
preaching and teaching. And, thereseething cauldron far beneath the Columbus entered a port at the i when you were eighteen?
extreme west end of the island of i “ There isn’t any comparison,” she fore .f a young (lunre has use’ful an(1
surface.
A
ROTTI F TO
P AM P
“Atop this vast subterranean lake of Santo Domingo or. as the whole island |replied. “ I am immeasurably happier jnteresting information dinned into his T A 1CF
was
then
called
by
the
aborigines,
now
than
then.
For
now
I
have
the
ears
long
Rnough
he
mav
(.arry
some
M
v
*
*
L<l
*
1
^
long
enough
ne
may
carry
molten mineral and hissing steam a
An Old Family
part of it int0 bis 0,(1 age t() recieem
FOR EMERGENCIES
river, the Tepel, flows lazily down a Haiti. The natives themselves called most precious thing in the world
Doctor’s
Favorite
port Bohiqj, but,'
Columbus individual liberty.
him from that insufferable tedium
narrow valley whose slopes are soft the
Prescription
w hat she meant by “ individual lib- which is the source of so much torture
BALLARD’S GOLDEN OIL
ened by beautiful trees and traversed christened it In honor of the day he
was
celebrating.
Port
St.
Nicholas,
erty“
was
probably
the
same
thing
that
to
the
empty
bead,
by winding trails and paths. Among
Relieves Colic, or Cramps. Good for
these, some physicians intimate, the *be name still existing as St. Nicholas tbo age(j man in Plato s ‘ Republic
Schools, schools, more schools—and
Insect Bites.
Nothing better te*
kealth huntersgained the rosycheeks :mole-Thls tlate
wl11 (JVer be |expressed more freelyfreedom from
better ones- this is one way of ir
Sprain, Strains, Burns, Bruises, ete.
a t e buoyant spirits
for which
the ; memorable in the annals of the i the goading of the passions to which stiring happiness to that portion of the
An all around remedy. Sold Eveiysprings receive very much credit.
1Haitiens as marking the beginning of youthi for the most part. is enslaved. _
________________ ___
where. No poisons or opiates
*TI It Just before the Tepel enters the history of the island.
Another factor included by Prof,
“ Columbus
the Eger that the underground streams
Columbus now
now called
called the
the island
island His
His- ^phel
among t.he goods which add to
in honor
honor of
of the
the country
country which
which ^ suni(()f happfnPIW
pierce the crust at numerous points. paniola,
^mo\a, in
oI(i af?P is that
and furnish the waters used t0r had sent him forth to discover it,
it. and ^
^
f.an.y about with fhem a D ru g Stores Sell It?
bathing and drinking by those who ^ *s *° be reRrette(l that this name greater fund of interesting thought-' F iv e m illion peopl
could afford to go there; and either K*von b- the hnmortal discoverer has than the young people. In thos.- rare use it to K IL L COLDS
been lost, for its present two nam<e east's in which this really is so. I’ rot
battled or boiled down by the millions
’are conflicting and confusing.
H I L L 'S
Phelps's observation is perfoctly true.
of gallons, for its salt and soda
"Columbus then determined to build
Iff
content, and shipped to all quarters
a permanent settlement, and after
of the globe.
reconnoitring he selected for this
l'J Ul!&
“ During the season at pre-war Carl purpose a site on elevated plain, near
bad the guest at any.of the numerous
a spacious bay on the north coast of
hotels would be awakened at 6 o’clock,
the island. Here was established the
\ remedy for 20 years
or even earlier, and would rise to join
form— safe, sure, no
THE WAY ONE LADY FEELS AFTER
first town in the new world, which was
the procession toward the springs. At
rcalrs up a sold in 24
SUFFERING
TW
O
YEARS
dignified by the name of his queen
relieves grip in 3 days,
a popular one, such as the Sprudel,
Judging from her letter, the mis
y back if it fails. The
ery
and
wretchedness
endured
by
line bo.',- has a Red
from which flow 440 gallons of water and_ patl!0n\ Isabella;
p with
Mr. Hill’s
“ But the course of empire was still Mrs. Charlie Taylor, R. F. D. No. 1,
a minute, at a temperature of 163
picture.
south, and soon Santo Domingo City Box 144, Dillon, S. C., must have
A t A ll D ru a S torot
degrees Fahr., he might have to wait
became the center of the colonial been terrible. No one, after read
16 or 20 minutes until a white capped
ing her letter, can continue to
activities.
doubt the great healing power
maid served him. For his protection,
“ A little love affair connected with of PE-RU -NA for troubles due
large glass covers were erected over
the growth of this city is interesting. to catarrh or catarrhal conditions
many of the springs, and from an
AshYourDealer
One of the Spanish party. Miguel I)ias, in any part of the body. Her
aeroplane Carlsbad might resemble a
letter is an inspiration to every
having gotten into difficulty with an sick and suffering man or woman
field of conservatories.
_
,
' “ But to linger too long among the ° fflcer- severel>r
h.m in « om- anywhere. Here it is; *‘I suffered
two years with catarrh o f the head,
bat, fled to escape punishment. Find
springs of Carlsbad is to miss its his
ing shelter in an Indian village and stomach and bowels. Tried two of
tory. Here there is a grim sort of sym
the best doctors, who gave me up.
firearms 6AmmunitionI
being received with much cordiality I then took PE-RU-NA and can
bolism. For it was here, just 100 years
Wfite for Catalogue
ago last August, that Metternlch ! and h0spitaHty. he in return gnve h;s truthfully say I am well. When I
began
to
use
PE-RU-NA,
I
weighed
T
H
E
REMINGTONARMSUMC.CO.INC.
: heart to the young Cagu’ sas, who was
wooLWOtmi Dloo.
NewYo*wCmr
plotted to clamp down the lid upon
one
hundred
pounds.
My
weight
then governing the tribe. His protesta
free speech, free press, and», un
now is one hundred and fifty. I
tions met with favor, and the young cannot praise PE-RU-NA too
trammeled teaching In the German
Spaniard found himself the consort
highly, for it was a Godsend to me.
states.
I got relief from the
half
of
a
queen
of
no
mean
accomplish
“ There were signs that liberal agita
red me.
ments. But he soon wearied of his bottle and twelve bottles
tion among the Germans was reaching
I advise all sufferers to take
environments and sighed for his old
N O TI C E OF FORECLOSURE.
PE-RU-NA.”
the boiling point.
Autocracy was
companions. The queen, seeing his
As an emergency remedy in the
Whereas. Ralph Furry, of Oaktield.
threatened.
Prince Metternlch of
home, there is nothing quite the in the County of Aroostook and State
discontent and fearing to lose him,
Austria arranged to have sympathetic
equal o f this reliable, time-tried of Maine, by his mortgage deed dated
representatives from Austria. Prussia « ave hlm the secrel of her vasl w“ ,llth
medicine, PE-RU-NA. Thousands April 18, 191*i, and recorded in the
place their sole dependence on it Aroostook Registry of Deeds. Vol. 289.
aad seven other states ot the German
loadlnK him " lth ,hl' PredoU!‘
ior coughs, colds, stomach and Rage 52. conveyed to Naomi Plummer,
confederation at Carlsbad, and then Imetal' sent hlm ba< k to th<1 Spaniards
bowel trouble, constipation, rheu of said Oaktield, the following describ
called them together In a hurry, under; t0 ‘ nduc*
f0 retu™ " lth h‘ m and
matism, pains in the back, side and ed real estate, situated in said town
pretext of need for summary action.! settIe ln her countr!' nias deU ‘M'<“i
Joins ana to prevent the grip and of Oaktield. formerly known as Town
“Out of that conference came the fa- this message to Columbus, who irnSpanish Flu. To keep the blood ship No. 5. R. 3. according to plan and
pure and maintain bodily strength survey made in 1858 by Burleigh et al,
mous -Carlsbad Decrees.’ and there mediately ordered an exploration of
and robustness, take PE-RU-NA.
being the northeast part of Lot No.
eaa be little doubt but that the tinder ithat part ot the lsland to ascertain
You can buy PE-RU-NA any 9J. according to said survey, beginning
the truth of the Spaniard’s report.
for the world explosion in 1914 was
where in either tablet cr liquid at the north-east corner of Lot 94.
“ The sequel to this little love affair
form.
lighted at Carlsbad.
There
was
running along on the highway leading
fiom the Timonev Road, so called, to
formulated the policy, later carried to
South Oaktield. eighty
(SO) rods
a relentless conclusion by the German
southerly along said road;
thence
empire, of press censorship, of state
westerly sixty (60) rods to a stake;
regulation of teaching in universities
thence northerly eighty
(Sin
rods
SHE used
parallel with said road; thence caster-'
and all other schools, and a commission
ly sixty i 6o ) rods to place of beginning
was created to inquire into utterances
containing thirty *30) acres or less,
F L A V O R IN G
opposed to the monarchial principle
and being the same premises conveyed
which every German state was pledged
to the said Ralph Curry by Bertha L.
Joclyn. by dei-d dated .March 3o. 190?,
EXTRACTS
to maintain
and recorded in the said Registry. Vo],
“ Only 16 years before Metternlch
193. Page :’.(i2. And Whereas, tin*
conceived this method of political
VAN ILA — LEMON or ORANGE, Etc.
condition of said mortgage is broken,
repression, Carlsbad was nearly blown
Exceptional strength and quality. Economical.
by reusiii whereof. I claim a fore
*‘A little goes a long way.” Premiumcoupon inevery
closure of the same, and give this
up by the forces beneath the crusted
pec!.a<j-. Your favorite dealer ceils T 6c K extr; cU.
notic" for that purpose.
surface. Now, to quote a traveller,
Houlfon. Maim*. .()■ tober 30fh. 1919,
rhur'!. >n
K in "sh i: -/ Co.,P'anf:or, Mr. ' l l 1.))
‘the most dangerous portions are
NAOMI PLl’ MM FR.
firmly battened down, under solid
By her Attorney:
Harry M. Briggs.
157
masonry held together with iron and
on the subject ot shortbrerul.
noss
freshness*, however, are not
345
steel, while the rest of this Metternipopular with Scotch and F.ug;
the only fiat ores that recommend
chaln policy of repression is modified
folk.
fiiej.a A si ill greater consideration
;s t,.e I’aet that National Biscuit
by the modern idea of providing safety
“ But, good as was the o’ i ;
• , any prooner obviate the neeesioued kind,” remarked oi r ' os.*
valves, through which rise th? springs.’
•* earing a .d baking at home,
“it
was
so
extremely
rich
'hat
i
"Capitalizing the mineral waters was
ran wno has spent a
heavy taste lingered long u; w r <,
the principal industry, but not the only
of her time in the
WmM:
: even ! or a small famone of Carlsbad. In the vicinity were
“ Well,” said Betsy, “ fnt r»*
.
unil
porcelain works, and the shopper of
ing like that about the shorfi : '
we have at our house—Lorn': i
the days when the wealth and fa^h’on
v--1
m
Biscuit I
o f three contirfents gathered there
squares thaz- vo
might purchase Bohemian glass, and
and ready to serve, any time.
beautiful trinkets of many kinds,
“ I was talking to mother
Vepresenting the Czech handicraft."
them only the Other do
says ti nt Lorna in,
all the appetrz
v(\
fashion
Baking note:

CARLSBAD HOW IN
! INDIAN QUEEN HAD
CZECHOSLOVAKIA
SAiLOR CONCIiRT

HEARTBURN

Rl-MOIDS

4 8 ,0 0 0

Cannot
Remedy too Highly

QUININE

ca

before the war

c a package
define the war

c a package

NOW

TH E FLAVOR LA S TS
SO DOES TH E PRICE!

’ ‘My! What Delicious Cake!”

/

ore

109

years
» prot
cees that belongs only to

JOHNSON’S
LINIMENT
A doctor's fsmoos prescription —■Internal
and external nse —for Coughs, Colds, Sore
Throat, Grippe, B ronchitis, Tonsilitis.
Orsmps, Chilli. Sprains, Strains, etc. A
safe, sure sod satisfying anodyne that
Soothes, heals, and stops pain.

good-^fF
The perfect siiort*eejw f bread is mealy, crum
bly and not over-rich.
Add to all this a wonder
ful flavor, developed by
scientific baking, and you
have LORNA DOONE Biscuit, which come
all ready to serve, by the po cid cr in. the famous
In-er-seal Trade Mark package.
The name
D
LORNA D o on e is on every biscuit.
of

rea

I t ’s a food your body needs.
For greatest nourishment and
finest flavor, use

W il l ia m
f

y
ren
iied
r
o
ned
him
what
ticular
NATIONAL BISCUIT COMPANY
u make
that ho d!
it will surwants themT
Uneeda Biscuit
inany you can
as if he stood
lg. Dad says ‘they
the oven door.”
y, but do not “sate-ify.” ’ That
“ Yes, that’s the beauty or a
National Biscuit Company products is because there is just enough rich
—they are always ready—night and ness to them, and no more. Appe
day—and always fresh. Their readi- tite leads on and on until only the

T ell

flo ur
and m ake it in your ow n hom e
SOLD BY ALL DEALERS

TilVTES, WEDNESDA’
(Continued frnm page It

:r 19, 1919
C L A S S IF IE D

DEDICATION MASONIC TEMPLE
where the masonic quarters are located
has been given in the columns of the
paper, sutUce it to sav that better or
more convenient quarters cannot be
found cast of Bangoy The
large
Smoking room on the front with its
open fire ; lace, the Armory, the
Dining room, the Kitchen, the Main
Hall with it^ anterooms, all are models
and the Main Hall is not only large and
commodious, but artistic and well
ventilated.
While Monument Lodge has for
some time talked of having a home
of their own. the matter was not
brought to a head until March 14, 1917,
when the formal vote of the lodge
was taken.
The late William F. Buzzell was
an ardent supporter of the idea, and SPOONER BUILDING -LODGE MET HERE IN 1859
he was placed at the head of the
committe, associated with him were famous drama, a Paramount-Artcraft *n
territory of a post office in the
Geo. A. Hall and Bernard Archibald. special picture which comes to the county and who meet the other requireMr. Hall served only a short time and Dream Theatre soon. Major Robert ments set forth in Form No. 1977.
Geo. A. Gorham took his place. On Warwick, who has doffed the khaki Admission of women will be limited
the death of Mif. Buzzell. Geo. S. and temporarily wears the blue of the j to the widows of U. S. soldiers, sailors,
Gentle was appointed in his place, Federal and the butternut of the or marines, and to the wives of IJ. S.
and it was to this committee that the Confederate service in this picture,; soldiers, sailors, or marines who are
•access o f the undertaking is due plays the role made famous by Mr. ; physically disqualified for examination
Gillette.
by reason of injuries received in the
i line of military duty. This form and
% WORTH WEIGHT IN
Smiles Thru Tears; Heart Breaking;
! application blanks may bo obtained
Oh, “ True Heart Susie!”
,rora th(
GOLD’ HE SAYS
offices mentioned abovf <>i
Persons who have ever had to smile fron, the united States Civil Service
**I suffered for ten long years and
tried all sorts of medicines and treat- while their hearts were breaking, will Commission at Washington. D. C.
*ments, but I never got any relief until never forget the performance of Lillian Application- should be forwarded to
1 commenced taking Tanlac,” said Gish in “The Heart Susie." the latest the Commission at Washington
David Wells, a well known employee j D. W. Griffith Arteraft picture which
Of the Dominion Marine Government will be displayed at
the Dream
docks, and who liies on Charlotte Theatre soon.
Street ex tent ion, West St. John. N. B.
Women should love that smile for
the other day.
it is a triumph of their sex. it is one
"W ell, sir, when I commenced taking of the soul-searching touches which
Why
iRird earned money
Tanlac,” continued Mr. Wells, “ i was j Mr. Griffith has put info “ True Heart to the Fertilizer Companies?
SO bad off with rheumatism, and so j Susie" and which makes it a human
Buy better ;;oo;!s at lower prices
Weak and run down from stomach j document as well as a delightful
Use
your own common sense
trouble, I could hardly walk, but j diversion,
ami
save money by ordering
yesterday, Labor Day, I walked six--------------------teen miles and sat down and ate a j F. A . THURLOUGH FOR
your chemivnis of tlm Fedorafcearty supper and then carried my
COU NTY rOM IM KCm N CD \ion.
Wife out to the park to see the fire
W U W I I - LOM m lSSIONER
These are the pi ices for High
works. Now I claim that a medicine t ° 11- I Thurlough will be a
that will do that much for a man after j
l! f te for reeloction at the June, Grade materials delivered to tm
all other treatments and medicines M920 Primaries, tor the office of Oo. L oc.a|s; d u
to th e

ADS

C L A S S IF IE D

ADS

C L A S S IF IE D A D S
You get quick returns from OSGOODS A snow storm in Flordia or a disatisfiFour -Man Jewelry Repair Shop.
ed,custonier at Osgoods is a rariety. Call n Jackins & Jackins if anything
wanted in Real Estate.
Tie makers wanted at once. Apply
CARD OF THANKS
to Jas. S. Peabody. Bango, street.
Have your engraving done at Osgoods.
\W wish to express our sincere
Two engravers at your service.
47tf
."latitude, to our friends and neighbors,
for tin ir kindness. sympathy, and Wanted— Position as housekeeper by Houlton Flour and Feed Mills (The
old Merritt mills.
Telephone 470
capable woman. Inquire at TIMES
''oral offerings (luring our recent
W. E. Carr, Prop.
Office.
I46p
■U1TOW.
.Mrs. 1,. li. Grant and sons. Wanted— A boarding home for a girl Coupons for typewriters ribbons may
eight years old. Address Box 515,
147p
be exchanged at the TIMES office
( ’aribou, Me.
for any machine.
Buy Ladies Bracelet Watches 0f j Three furnished rooms to let, hot water
Osgood. Large Stock and the lowest
heat, 7 minutes from Post Office,
Farm of Two hundred Acres. Fifty
____________ ___________
__ __________
prices in town.
Mrs. M. Murray,
Tel. 18-12_______
46tf
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

i n 't i S i 4 lRtod
W<!Si Mr- Ba,,f,<!r? wi" *una y,our pian0 ld ° * B 00d« i.t h e only shop in AroottMk
Lnd Timbe? in^
S
S
' *W
----------'
employing
four
expert workmen
Buildings, Good House and Barn and
______________ ‘ _______________ ___
and they are busy day and evening.
Wood shed. Good Potato and Live I Wanted— A small rent by man, wife
Stock Farm well watered. Price $5500
and two children. Notify Mr. E. H. When you need a new tire or inner
half down, easy Payments.
tube for your Ford'car call on 0 . J.
Maxell. Tel. 510-M
147P
Address, Oliver H. French, Lock
Pond, Harness Maker, Union 8gu
Box No. 10 Athens, Me.
1039p For sale— One heavy work horse, at a
End of Bridge.
4#tf
great bargain. Inquire of Jeremiah
Hurley, Calais Road.
246p Wanted Woman, Cook’s Assistant and
second girl at Aroostook Hospital.
Good home for right party.
At
Storage for Automobiles for the winter
Aroostook Hospital.
43tt
may be obtained by applying to
Houlton Planing Mill.
247
Subscriptions for any Magazine or
Newspaper may be left at the
Wood for sate, good hard wood 4ft.
TIMES Office, where the lowest
and 16 in. lengths.
John Patten,
price can he obtained.
Hight St., Phone 131-11
438

To
Let—Two pleasant, furnished Typewriter Ribbons for all machines
rooms, short distance from Square.
as well as Carbon Paper made by
Inquire at TIMES office.
247
NOW open and ready for YOU. A
Webster—There’s none better. Cali
business training secured here is the
or send to. TIMES Office.
first big step toward success. Others Reduction sale of Ladies’ Suits,
Dresses
and
Coats
at
Nora
Taber’s,
have found it so—so will you. Write
Lumber W aited, Hardwoods Dry or
Highland Ave., all this week.
today and have your seat reserved.
sawn to order. We I send inspector.
147
Wayne Lumber Co., 110 West 4fth
HOULTON BUSINESS COLLEGE Dont buy Christmas
Jewelry
Gifts,
Street, New York City*
U*8
_ w
/
V
11 LO
Houlton, Maine
until you have seen Osgoods large
assortment* of UP-TO-the Minute A valued subscriber says “ Every
Goods.
time that I have used these columns
for selling articles, they have been
Wanted, a man to do chores and take
successful." Try them.
care of stock. Must be a good milker
Applv to TIMES office or call 333-W We will call and get your storage bat
246 Pd.
tery any place In town and take care
of it during the winter.
Houlton
Lost on Saturday a pocket book con
Battery Service. Tel. 374-W
taining a sum of money and valuable .
------------------------------------papers. Reward for return to TIMES Merchants and Professional men do net
offic
147
have to buy coupon books for type
writer ribbons. Buy your ribbons at
Talk about Oysters, whether in the
the TIMES office as you need them.
shell or in bulk.—The Bar Harbor
Sea Food Co. have them FRESH
every day. The sweet luscious kind. Wanted— Young women between the
age of 18 and 30 to train in general
Hospital. For particulars apply to
Wanted— Intelligent white women to
Supt. Barrett Hospital, Westbrook,
care for nervous and mental cases.
Maine.
Beginning salary $30.00 per m o n t h .------------------------------------------------—345.
Also laundry attendants beginning Wanted— Female help for housework.
4 -8 - 4
$48.00
at *25.00 and advancing to $30.00
ward work anH ion«<(-v
ward work and laundry work. Full
the second month. Full maintenance
FARM FOR SALE
4-8- 6
53.00
maintainance,
comfortable quarters.
including laundry. Increases with
100 acre farm 1U miles from B.
Address Hartford Hospital, Hartford
lime service. Training School for
4-8 - 7
55.50
A. Station Houlton. under th<‘ very
Conn.
446p
Nurses maintained. Write or call at
best cultivation free from rocks; cut
4-6- 8
56.00
The
Connecticut
State
Hospital.
75 tons of hay: raised 1000 bushels
Middletown. Connecticut.
447 Watson Hall is available for suppers.
46-10
61.00
oats: 1500 bbl. potatoes this year.
entertainments,
etc.
for
those
Good well in yard 148 feet deep:
5 - 8- 7
60.50
desiring conveniences of
every
small house; barn 40x90 feet with two
description. Apply to Rev. H. Scott5-8- 8
63.00
sheds 40x20; horse stable: all kinds
Smith. Tel. 217-12
446
We do not employ traveling of farming tools, manure spreader.
Reaper and Binder, two Mowing ma
For Sale— A few second hand double
s;>home;) pad agents to sell on chines,
two Horst* Rakes, two Sulky
windows, also some that could be
eom mission,
UJaee your order Blows, two Wheel Cultivators, two
used to screen a piazza, size of
Spade Blows, two Horst* Hoes, two
glass 15x30 and 10x17. Call at 76
with your nearest laical and Hand Blows, Hoover Digger, Robbins
Court St. mornings.
146p
save the salesman's commission. Planter and Seeder for grain and seed,
al.-o three Disk Harrows and four
Public stenography and bookkeeping
These prices art' subject to Spring Tooth Harrows. Anyone look
done by Alda Greeley, formerly
slight chat iges but are as like ing for a good farm handy town with
Commercial Instructor at Beals
a good mrket this is your chance
i ' ) o <■ I t ) ' <vor as thee are to b<
Business College. Bangor. Room 4
A'emit 5u acres ready for potatoes anti
Frisbie Block or telephone 143W
grain next year. Telephone or write,
higher.
44tf
elms. II. Deny. Houlton. Maine. Brice
y
siL'.uee including all the above named
Save Money making your cloth work
Arecstoefc Fes. of f s n u c r s machinery.
ing gloves on home sewing machine,
using discarded wearing apparel for
E ARE GLAD
material. Copyrighted patterns with
full instructions 25c Hillside Mfg.
:<i greet you at any lime and it gives
f’o.. Dept. H. Augusta. Maine.
45
f ft
nh iisnn* to t“ il you bow we can
A
- w
t.
;-,iv*‘ you mom y arid make your old Is there a silent piano in the home?
i:
w
l >■:.
I have a .player which will fit any
eppar 1 look a- good s now. Our
piano,
with a large number of
■•■ork in
selected records, which I will sell at
! O|j| •(; \
a sacrifice. Apply to Dr. C. E.
CLEANING AND PRESSING
Williams. 271-W
ot
• ’ IK* I !' 1;! i w i
e< ill \
\ ill
i- always sat isfaetory.
We me
blooded
Bay
modern methods anti get all work For Sale— My fancy
>5 c e n t s a
B o ttle
road mare. Sired by Colombo out o f
out promptly.
*
Bingen out of May King out of
H a t e w
a y
D r u g
C o m p a n y
When can we t all for your soiled or
Electioneer.
Dam Lillian Ames
■rinkletl garments?
sired by Happy Gothard. out of St.
“ The R exa ll S to re ”
Gothard out of Geo. Wilkes, also
wagon sleigh etc. Sole reason for
COSTELLO & SULLIVAN
selling, change o f work. J. L. Wilsoa
Room 10, Mansur Block
Houlton R 3. Phone 829—31
24«p

F arm ers!

had failed to even give him temporary i ° “ imi^ loner.
relief, is worth its weight in gold. " r‘
1111lough will complete first
W hy, my stomach was in such bad eM!1 11* ^ ount>’ Commissioner, and
condition that I couldn’t eat any sub- , ah lh .tlie usual CUHtoin is entitled to
at&ntlal food at all, and even the things renondnation, but eliminating the
usual custom. Mr. Thurlough has been
1 did eat would upset my stomach so a very competent official. He makes
bad I was hardly ever able to retain his home in Houlton and can always
It. Sometimes my head would swim be found at the office in the Court
so bad I could hardly stand on my feet, House, when not away on official
and then again my head would ache business.
like it was going to burst.
Then
He always has looked after the
rheumatism hit me, and the pain and interests of the county and being a
•Offering I underwent from that simply
man of good business ability has been
can’t be told in words. I finally got
abl<> to look after the best interests
to where I had to have help to get of the County, practicing economy
my clothes on and off. These pains
where' it could
be- doin'
without
kept me awake night after night, and
impairing tin' results to be obtained.
1 just kept on going down hill ami
His candidacy will receive the
getting weaker all th<' time until I
support that it deserves
from all
was about all in.
.-cations of the county.
Adv.
*‘I picked up the paper one night
and saw a statement from a lady who nfTrt . .
had suffered exactly as 1 did. and she R U R A L C A R R IE R EXAM IN ATION
The Cnin-e Siat<*>
Ail
Servb ;
had been greatly ndie\ed by taking
Comuii.-siou lias amu
■
“(i
an
111
Tanlac. Well. I thought that if it had
’net i< a ,or i 1><■ <'(>u:i
Are ■a, 'iM
it
oiii’
hl
worked so well in one ea
Me. to be k I a' Caribou, IM-a-qa'
to do the same thing for me. so l
Isle,
Houiiou irl For! Is.'■. ! o i i ), ■<•
commenced taking this medicine a;
r;.
1
1
11!»
till iho position of
;
once. The very first bottle of Tanlac
carrier
;
her
nan Mills. W;i - nber
convinced me that i had Burnt! th
Bros;pi,|0.,.
n
n<!
right medicine at last. Why. 1 can sit Caribou
vacancy*
outv
later
on
hi <>
hat
down now and eat a big meal of meat
and cabbage or anything else that rural routes from other post offices
comes my way. and I never suffer a in the above-mentioned county. The
particle afterwards. My appetite was examination will be open only to
never better, and it seems a mighty 'iligons who art* actually ilomicih-ti
long time between meals now. The
rheumatism has left me too, and I R e a ! E s t a t e F o r S a l e
Sleep like a tired boy every night. Yes.
oom houst on
versa! i■
No. 142
Sir, I am so well and strong in every
gviiit,*r am! -ow
•
light
way that I never lose a minutes time ^troet- (‘b t ti it
> is tltnihh hoanlo'l a.ll
from my work any more. I am glad
houst
good eelaround turn
and uiuM
must id
ho warm
..
(tiuuim
v
to pass the ftood word along to others Jai. nml
BOO(1 |ot
Brief right
•who suffer as I did, and f I could only
No. 14?. 7 rooms and room for bath
medt them face to face. I would urge
with
flush, good cellar, nice lot and
them to take Tanlac and be relieved of
on
good
Street small Barn. Brice on
their suffering as I have been.”
Tanlac is sold in Houlton by Mun- ly $2,350.
ro’s West End Drug Store. Island Falls
No. 141 7 room house, hat’a. o! tii<
ky S. R. Crabtree, Fort Kent by Stan
lights, far ace. set tubs. povch aU
ley Burrill.—Advt.
screened in. screens for all v. imlows.
storm windows and do..!', alee oom i:'
DREAM THEATRE
Bush » j wall cellar, hardwood floors, alHiri mm
*The Career of
Katherine
Now Picturized
Appearing in the stellar role of “ The
Career of Katherine Bush,” a splendid
Paramount-Artcraft Special pi< lurization o f Elinor Glyn’s famous novel of
the same name, which will be shown
at the Dream soon, Catherine Calvert,
the beautiful and talented star, has
one of the strongest roles of her
screen career.
In this picture, which was directed
by R. William Neill, Miss Calvert is
seen as Katherine Bush, an ambitious
young woman who begins her career
as a typist and succeeds in weeding
the Duke of Mordryn, a member of
the British Parliament, after a
turbulent courtship. The photoplay
fairly bristles with action and the
■various situations are unusually thril
ling and appealing.
Thrills That Stir ths Soul Abound in
“ Seeret Service.”
Thrills that stir the soul* are plentiful
1s M8ecret Service,” William Gillette’s

Nit- lot 5 •\12 rods, Ca

r *.

ThY i

j a very nice home.
, Xo . 137 145 arr(, farm. 75 clearm
j - atTes pastim. lrini
y(„
Basement, cellar under bouse holds
<j .valor
j 1,000 barrels potatoes. S;
j Four milt from Houl’ on.
No. 197 15b a re farm. 10b acres
nice potato land, barn 40x50|
Hip
roof, two smaller barns, hog house,
grainery and machine house. 12 room
house with bath, hot and cold water,
milk room with separator, stove a 1
connected, natural finish down staffs
building in fine shape. The is one o.
the best farm in this part of the conn
try, one nice team and a lot of ma
chinery goes with the place. Only 2
miles from Houlton. Price $21,000.

JACKIN S

Y ou r
r7! y V

Ba

y

C h an ce

!

’ W i;i; *r Caps, Bov~> Overcoats and Men’s Vest.

Will be

B F A

C IG A R S

w ith y o u

FOX

\

B R O S. CO.

t, n 1*a^ •
o-c. r/!am

j

Union Made, Sweet and Satisfactory Smoke. Seven Cents and
W eil W orth It. A t A ll Dealers

Next to Elk’s Club

Autom obile Owners
A T T E N T IO N !
OAKLAND AND STUDEBAKER
The New

1 9 2 0

M o d e ls

Aro Xo\v on b’xhibition at Our Show rooms

Oakland Light Six

B efore p u ttin g y o u r Car a w a y fo r the
w in ter h ave y o u r tires p u t in g o o d sh a p e fo r
n ex t season. Our relin ers add fro m 2,500 to
5,000 m ore m iles to y o u r tire. P rices re a 
sonable. See m y reb u ilt tire p ro p o sitio n bejsore th ro w in g th at old tire a w a y

A Roomy Five Passenger Six with 112 inch wheel base and a ;
highly developed 44-horse power motor

Five and Tw o Passenger $1220
Four Passenger Coupe $1750
Five Passenger Sedan $1850

Studebaker Sixes
Light Six Five Passenger $1850

Maxell Bros.

J is n ot com p lete u n less y o u take p le n ty o f

cold at a great t ade

& JACKIN S

T o h a v e y o u r ca r p u t in sh ape fo r n e x t
season . W e d o the w o r k ’ ourselves, H a v 
in g a m a n w ith 12 y e a rs ex p x rien ce q u a li
ties h im to d o first cla s s w o rk on a n y k in d ot
a oar. d om e in a n d ta lk w ith him . W e g iv e
s e r v i c e an d six ty m inutes w ork fo r an h ou r

A HUNTING TRIP

Fur Capi, rvi:nT Hand Knit Mittens, Boys’ Wool Gloves,

R««l Estate Agency

THE

Phone 010-M

Linimen

Big Six Seven Passenger $2325
All prices f. o. b. Houlton

Hand & Harrington
Distributors for Southern Aroostook

Oa t e s ’
Mechanic Street

new

garage
Houlton, Maine

H oulton Steam V ulcanizing C o.
P hone 361-M

J. W . Skein

Chiropractic
The Science thnt *oes direct
ly to the root o f disease and
REM OVES

THE!

Explanatory literature o n
request.
F ree
F. G. VOSE. D. C.

Suite 8-9

Masonic Block

Houlton
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POTATOES

OF LOCAL INTEREST
The \V. C. T. U. will meet with .Mrs.
Geo. E. Wilkins has returned from
(’. F. Dunn. Military street on Thurs
a two weeks trip to Boston.
A. S. Humphrey has purchased from day afternoon at 2.30. The ladies are
1. H. Davis one of his houses on River requested to bring a set of knittingneedles or needle and thread. All
street.
Ervin Putnam and Guy Carroll left members are requested to be present.
Friends of Mrs. H. D. Earle who has
Monday on a hunting trip at Crystal,
been confined to the
Aroostook
Maine.
Hospital
several
months
for
treatment
Rev. C. J. Gregory of Presque Isle
was In town Thursday calling on will be glad to know that she has
recovered sufficiently to be able to
Mends.
Mr. and Mrs. A. M. Stackpole were return to her apartments in the
la town last week for a few days with Exchange and is now gaining rapidly.
Mends.
Manager Churchill of the Temple
THRIFT STAMP AFFAIRS
The movement for Thrift for each
Theatre was in Presque Isle Friday
member of the family, is something
oa a business tripMrs. Frank R. Smith, who has been that should be considered in the home
is town visiting friends returned to and the idea that “ being saving” is
not “ being stingy" should be well
Lewistpn last week.
Mrs. Llewellyn Powers of Brookline thought out and presented, for the
was in town
week with her daugh good of all.
Secure the best that your morey
ter Mri* Geo,! E . Dunn.
R. J.< McKee*, prop’r. of the Exchange will buy. Let your motto be not haw
Hatel, Fort Fairfield was in town much but how good. Your money is
yours. Do not let trivial or usel *ss
Wednesday on business.
Mr*. IsfthaAie Dagget represented things, although for the moment t' ey
Henltonr at the -National W. C. T. U. may attract you, to separate your
savings from your purse. Think well,
M d to S t Lbuls last week.
The Congregational Church Circle spend wisely and be sure you obtain
will mteit this'W ednesday afternoon value for cash.
In point of investment War Savings
with Mrs. L. S. Black, High street.
John A. Riley of Presque Isle was Stamps are safe. They are the outla town Wednesday, his wife and i put cf the greatest institution on our
daughter are visiting relatives here, j planet, the United States of America.
S. L. White was in Portland last To secure these apply to your postman,
week, in attendance of the meeting |your bank or any post office in the
of the Maine Pharmaceutical Assn, i country.
B. 9. Green is removing this week 1
--------------------to his new residence on the Highlands i ‘ MY SOLDIER G IR L ’
recently purchased from D. H. Mooers.
MUSICAL COMEDY
Col. F. M. Hume was in Van Buren
Full of pleasing melodies and offer
last Tuesday where he took part in the
ing an amazingly lavish production,
ceremonies of celebrating Armtetic
the tuneful musical comedy, “ My
Day.
Soldier Girl,” will be presented at the
Dr. James F. Palmer and bride
Temple
Theatre, Thanksgiving
day,
arrived home Monday and are occupyJ . L1
*__ . . j
.. , .
„
, Thursday matinee and night, Nov. 27
tag the McPartland house on Water
. . . . .
.
.
and shoud live up to its phenomenal
street.
magnet for the playgoer when it
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Hogan are
The excellent cast, in
receiving congratulations upon the app®ars_
„
antral of a young daughter at thelr eluding Dorthy Garrique, Maude Baxter
Billy Moore. James Baber, Leslie
home.
Frank H. Putnam who Is attending ; Jones’ Billy Murphy’ James LeRoy and
a business school in Boston, arrived many other talented musical comedy
home Saturday for a few days stay players, are supported by a brigade of i
wonderful girls, who sing and dance
with his family.
so cleverly that the audience wonder
Rockabema Lodge No. 78 I. O. O. F.
if the management have cornered all
will exemplify the second degree on
the pretty girls in this country. The
Thursday evening Nov. 20th. A good
story is laid in two acts, the opening
attendance is desired.
shows a grand fete in progress at
R. J. Baker and Raymond Cummings
Colonel Stone’s home, Miami, Florida,
of the Houlton Water Co’s electrical
in honor of the many “overseas” boys
department, went to Davidson Monday
and girls. The last act presents a
to do some work there.
bewildering production of the Follies
Mr. and Mrs. E. B. Leighton were
show during its final dress rehearsal
in Portland last week where Mr.
under the management of Colonel
Leighton attended the sessions of the
Stone. The scenic production is
Maine Pharmaceutical Assn.
carried out in both acts in its entirely,
H. Rankin Grant has purchased the
blending pretty color schemes and
Murray house on Winter street, next
novel effects artistically. There are
to the residence of Hon. Ira G. Hersey,
some twenty big song-hits, among the
and will move his family at once.
favorites are “'My Soldier Girl,” "That
The fire department was called out
Dixie Wedding Tune,” "Wrap Me Up
Sunday evening by a bell alarm from
in a Bundle of Love.”
box 32 for a bad blaze in a flue in the
old Pioneer block. There was no
damage.
The Aroostook
and
Penobscot
Pamona Grange Union will hold its
annual meeting at Houlton, Thursday,
Dec. 4. Election of officers and other
•business.
in
The Houlton Water Co. have sent
aatlces to their takers in town that
the water that they are furnishing,
la perfectly safe to use for drinking
and domestic purposes.
Christian Science services held each is a Super Chaplin
Sunday at 11 A. M.. Presbyterian
church. Nov. 23rd, subject: Soul and
—See it—
Body. Wednesday at 7. 30 P. M.
^Testimonial service. Cordial welcome
to all.
The marriage of Mrs. Maggie Tapley
of Fort Fairfield and Alex Ander-1
aea of this town took place on O ct.;
39 at Southampton. N. B., Rev. Smith ,
Dow officiating. They will reside in j
Houlton.
There will be something doing n e x t1
week In the bowling line at the j
Bowlodrome when the Millinocket :
team will roll the Bowlodrome team |
and a team from Woodstock on the j
same evening.
j
The annual meeting of the Maine j
Automobile Association will be held j
r : .
la Bangor Wednesday, December 2rd, j
afternoon and fevening and will b e ;
attended by prominent men from all
over the State.
Brvln and EPvin have made some
Important improvements in their store
•during the past week and have changed
the location of their office, thereby
gaining the light from two windows
to the rear of the building.
.*■
A team of bowlers from
the
rtf'
Bowlodrome went* to Millinocket last
Tuesday for a game .with the paper city
boys. Millinocket won two of the three
■trtaga and the pintail. A return game
w in be teljdd-lMtat&t an early date.
Tfcn
f of ,$131,477.85 was paid in
to Town Tn^jM W 0-, M. Smith on
Mov. V
largest peroaatage of the assessment which was
over paid in to the Town Treasurer.
The commitment to Collector John
-Coaseboom amounts to $8,432.67, which
too Is the smallest ever given to a
i•
eeBector.

The local nmrket has improved sia.ee
last week, buyers paying $3.00 with
few offerings.
The Produce News says:
Receipts this week have been fairly
heavy from all sections. Quality as a
rule has not been up to general ex
pectations, and most of the potatoes
still show more or less dry rot. There
was no disposition among the dealers
to put stock in storage, and the
receipts were forced into consumptive
channels. This has caused some ir
regularity in prices and values at the
seaboard are relatively lower than at
shipping points. At sight no good
potatoes can be laid down here less
than $4.67@4.75 on No. 1 grades.
The advance in price since last week
was approximately $1 per bag on fine
grades, with market closing strong and
country prices so much higher than
those obtained in this market, that a
further advance is inevitable. Some
of the large dealers here are reluctant
about making future contracts as they
can get no assurance from growers or
dealers at country points that they will
deliver stock at present prices. Some
of the large operators have absolute
ly refused to make any future con
tracts unless contingent on the prices
ruling in New York at date of ship

PAGE SBY1 N

ment. Virginia second crop potatoes |those arriving from New York State this morning sold generally at $5.75@
are coming forward more freely, but j range generally from $4.75@5. The 15.85 per 165 lbs. bag. However, the
quality a>- a rub; is especial;/ line and ; Long Island potatoes coming are rare stock was not closely graded or free
prices have advanced $1 per bbl. this ly closely graded, with sales ranging i from prick and sold for immediate
week on the4 best grades. Some of I$5.25@5.85 in bulk per 180 lbs. Very j consumption to the local trade. The
the Virginia potatoes coming are sim 1few Browns are coming from Jersey, advices to hand at the close indicate
ply field run and these sold from Jj>i.75 as farmers are holding out firmly for a still hardening of values in the trade
@4.25, while closely graded lots $5 track per 165 lbs. and charge 25 i with some of the largest growers in
brought $4.50@ 4.75. Sales have been cents for the sack in addition.
|New York and Maine refusing to make
A few cars of Maine potatoes in j prices at present.
made for the past two or three days,
including Friday morning, as high as
$4.85@5, on closely graded stock,
more particularly the McCormack va
riety.
Advices from Eastern Shore indicate
that the growers are asking more
money and that it will be difficult to
lay any more stock in New York at
present prices. In fact, some of the
large growers have absolutely refused
to make any prices at present and
are not inclined to ship their stock
until after the turn of the year. The
Maine potatoes in some instances are
showing up fine and closely graded.
These sold at $5@5.25 per 165 lbs. bag,
with some sales in the yards at from
3@5 bag lots they sold up to $5.35@
5.50, but the latter price is somewhat
exceptional as yet. Most of passing
business on Maine potatoes in bulk per
180 lbs. has ranged from $5@5.25, but
real fine stock if here, would bring
more money.
The Pennsylvania potatoes coming
in some cases are closely graded, and
sold $5.50@5.75 per 180 lbs., while

CHRYSANTHEMUMS

Bulbs

are now in season and you
will find this Queen of Au
tumn flowers at their best at
my conservatories. Visitors
are always welcome and we
are ever ready to show you
through our houses.
Right
now we particularly invite
you.

Tulips, Hyacinths and Narcissus bulbs
are now here, and for this week only,
I am offering you a fine selection of
each, both in separate and mixed
colors. I have never had a better lot
of bulbs and if they are planted now,
how pleased you will be next Spring
when they bloom. Tell me your needs
and I will do the rest

mm

rfoite—Don’t cover up or mulch your
out door plants, shrubs and trees un
til ground is frozen, nor uncover ia
the spring before the frost is well out

“ Say Tt With Tlowtrt”
For an occasion at any time

of the ground.

C h adw ick, Florist
C o n s e r v a t o r ie s 16 H ig h S t r e e t
H o u lto n , M a in e

WOOL SOX
Cheap

A

G

ift a t A

n y P r ic e

NE of the great advantages in dealing at Perry’s is the
large assortment which is always available
For whatever occasion and at whatever price you have

Light Weight

in mind, you will find the thing that just about meets

39' “ 75

your requirements.
We have numberless Novelties priced very moderately

Medium Weight

c to $

and a nice selection graded up to any amount you wish

60°t0 1

to spend—
As usual our stock embraces everything that is new ia

Heavy Weteht O C c to $4 .75

1

Jewelry, Watches,

Precious

Stones,

Silver,

Cut Glass,

Fancy China—all so tastefully displayed that we feel sure
we can interest you

H O U LTO N

Visitors cordially welcome whether you desire to purchase

S H O E H O SPITAL
Exchange Bldg.

or uot—You will always receive courteous treatment here

IS Court St.

f .

D

.

P e r r y

Jeweler and Optometrist
M arket S quar

CHARLIE CHAPLIN
“ A NIGHT in the SHOW”

A T THE D REAM
PROGRAM W E E K OF N O V. 17, ’ 19

M O N D A Y

4Jk

THURSDAY
LILA LEE in

TUESDAY
ETHEL CLAYTON in
“ MEN, WOMEN and MONEY”

“ THE HEART OF YOUTH”
FRIDAY
WALLACE REID in

WEDNESDAY
MABEL NORMAND in
“ BACK TO THE WOODS”

“ THE LOVE BURGLAR”
“ THE LIGHTNING RAIDER”

SUNSHINE COMEDY

MOONLITE DANCE at the HEYWOOD
SATURDAY

James Finn, Tenor.

MARY PICKFORD in

Miss Constance Chandler
In

popular

Ballads

every

“ BEHIND THE SCENES”
MACK SENNETT FAST COMEDY

evening

T H E B E ST M O N E Y C A N B U Y IN P IC T U R E S

W ALLACE

REID

is the Star Friday in

“THE LOVE BURGLAR”

Special Offer to Newspaper Readers
I f>

Present Subscribers to Houlton Times may

Boston Daily Post

rcnffW their subscription and secure the

Houlton Times, W eekly

fost for $5*50

$5.00
1.50

Special to New Subscribers $5.00

$ 6 .5 0

P1 U
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EIGHT

ORONO REAL ESTATE
effect that he is in as good health as the dial to indicate the number he treaty will not come into force. The
The
B.
Ames farm on the Bangor
1at the date of discharge or at the wants to reach. This causes the aHied and associated powers will then
to “any coercive road, opposite the James M. McNulty
expiration of the grace period, which mechanical apparatus in the central have recourse
Free Baptist
they may deem farm, formerly owned by Mr. Frank
ever is the later date, will be required office to connect immediately with the measure" which
Rev. Mr. Jenkins, Pastor.
Owen. Sixty acres of land, lo room
appropriate.
! together with a written application number desired.
Morning service at 10.30 A M
house with all modern improvements,
*for reinstatement and the tender of
On toll and long distance calls,
Surrender of Vessels
Sunday school at 12.00 M.
' two months’ premiums on the amount dialing a given number, the subAmong the conditions set forth in hath, electric light and water, hot air
Young People’s meeting 6.00 P. M.
A fter you eat—-always tain
of insurance he wishes to reinstate. seriber will reach t'i.' toll operator, the proposed protocol are requirements furnace, large front veranda, over
Evening service at 7.00 P. M.
In order to give all fornu'r service who will complete the call as is now that Germany deliver over certain looking the Penobscot Itiver and U» ion
Special music by choir.
River Hills. The house is perfect in
men whose insurance has lapsed or done under the present system.
vessels for the destruction of the Ger (‘very way. Farm under high cultiva
Choir practice Monday nights.
been canceled, a fair chance to rein
man fleet at Scapa Flow within 60 tion; fine spring in pasture; orchard
All are cordially invited to come and
An Enormous Undertaking
n i (T or yoor AfrEtefoiiAaft
state their insurance, including men
days;
that within 90 days Germany of 150 trees, consisting of apple, pear,
hear the Rev. Mr. Jenkins
Instantly relieves Heartburn,Bloat
plums
and
cherries;
under
cultivation
While it is expecied that the lirst
who have been out of the service
deliver over 400,000 tons of floating and growing crops; two acres oats, 1y2 , ed Gassy Feeling. Stops food souring;
l'nesday night church prayer and
offices
of
the
new
type
will
be
in
eighteen months or more, and who
(locks, cranes, fugs and dredges; that acres buckwheat, % acre potatoes and repeating, and all stomach miseries.
pmtae Service.
are therefore barred from reinstate stalled within the next two or three ! the destroyer B-9N also be surrendered large garden, nice hennery with 80 Aids digestion end apostils. Keep* stomach
•weet and strong. Increases Vitality ana Pep.
Church of the Good Shepherd, Houl- ment under the former ruling, a years yet the complete conversion
Ito the allies; that within lo days the hens and 50 chicks, all farming tools, '
EATONICis theabest remedy. Tea*
Tens of tboatbouton, Maine
inderfuily benefited. Only costs a cent
special blanket ruling is made which of the present system is an enormous j machinery and engines of three sub 4 thoroughbred cows, 2 yearlings, 1 sands wor
or
tw^
a
day
to
use
it.
Positively
guaranteed
Rev. H. Scott Smith, Rector.
allows all ex-service men to reinstate undertaking, particularly from the marines he surrendered to offset the calf. 1 pair horses, 8 cords hardwood to please or we will refund money* Goto Mb
fitted for stove, all shades; linoleum
SUNDAY SERVICES
their insurance before December III, standpoint of manufacture of ap- j destruction of submarine FC-4S. and floor covering, screen doors and hog today. You willies.
Hely Communion at 8 A. M. alsoen 1919, provided that each applicant is paratus and its installation.
While
that Germany also pay the allied screens; also outside windows. The!
tho Arst Sunday in the month at in as good health as at date of dis- definite plans have not yet been
j government, the value of certain ex- best of reasons for selling. Pleae call I For Sale by O. F. French & Son
lfJ * .
charge or at expiration of the grace worked out, it is thought that the
on Mrs. Ames or inquire of J. H. 1
|ported aerial material,
Morning Prayer and sermon at It. period, whichever is the later date, major part will he completed in ten
Houlton, Maine
44 !
j According to the treaty, its terms WEBSTER, ORONO
St, Sunday School at 2.80.
and so states in his application. Of years, with a final clean-up some- ! would come into force from the date
Evening Prayer and sermon at 7. course it is necessary that he tender time between that and the end of
Jof a first proces verbal to he deposited
N
the two months’ premiums on the fifteen years.
j at Paris. This proces verbal can he
During that time the present large
amount of insurance he wishes to
First Baptist
|drawn up only after Germany on the
telephone growth is sure to continue,
reinstate.
St
one hand and three of the principal
and facilities must he at hand to
Service
men
who
reinstated
their
Eat. Heavy C. Speed, pastor'allied powers have deposited at Paris
meet the increased demand for tele
14.84 morning worship with sermon. insurance by payment of all hack
{ their ratification of the treaty. The
U .H U biTichool with clwses foril>reralums » rlor to Jul>' 25' 191s- " hen phone service. The change of sys j note to the German government which
the decision requiring payment of tems will he brought about by putmen and women.
only
two months’ premiums went into ting the new type offices in where i S sent Saturday night. Nov. 1. and
4 P. M, Janlor Christian Endeavor.
j is signed by M. Clemenceau, as presieffect,
upon written application to the new offices are required or wneie i , , „ ,
7.44 gospel song service and sermon.
j dent of the peace conference, explains
Bureau may have any premiums paid present ones must he replaced,
4.44 Aftermeetlng.
that three allied powers—England,
in
excess of two applied toward the ; It is expected that the first central
Pnesday evening at 7.34 mid-week
France and Italy—have now ratified
payment of future premiums.
For office in Philadelphia will be placed
grayer service.
the treaty, and that, Germany, having
example,
if
after
a
policy
had
lapsed
in service some time in 1921 or 1922.
4M r rehearsal each Tuesday even
ratified, the conditions have been ful
ing nt the close of the regular prayer for six months, a man reinstated and , Thereafter there wil be approxi- filled for drafting the first proces ver
paid six months’ premiums instead o f ' mately two central offices of the new
meeting.
bal. but that unless Germany fulfils
two, he may secure credit for four type placed in service each year,
certain
violated armistice conditions,
First Congregational
months’ premiums.
the
treaty
will not he put into effect.
Operators
Will
Be
Needed
Rev. A. M. Thompson, pastor.
The provisions for reinstatement do
To enable Germany to put itself into
ICernlng service at 10.30.
not protect a man until he actually 1 One of the most interesting sidea 8. at 11.45.
reinstates. If he waits he may not be lights on the coming of the new kind |p°'5.1
0 11
1
conditions upon
Janlor C. B. Society at 2.30 P. M. j in as good health as he was at the . of equipment is its relation to the ,
lc
e Peace conference is now in
Senior C. E. Society at 4.30 P- M.
time of discharge and consequently ' telephone operator for, contrary t o 1®18
e Peace conference has in
Prayer meetings Tuesday evening! may not be able to secure r e i n s t a t e - j the thought in the minds of some, the |j pri^fie >fi e_it erjrnan government that
nt 7.4S.
|ment.
coming of the new equipment will if it will authorize its representatives
to sign the proposal protocol at the
Methodist Episcopal
{ Don’t put off reinstatement.. Do it never make it necessary for telephone
same time that the sign of the con
operators
to
seek
other
kinds
of
now!
Military St.
templated
proces verbal, such a proces
employment.
Hot. Thomas Whiteside, Pastor.
verbal will he drafted and signed by
Said Mr. Kinnard. “That may sound
Pnhllc worship at 10.30 a. m.
AUTOMATIC PHONES
the allies, and the treaty permitted to
queer,
but remember that the change
The Sunday School at noon has or
construction and to explain
Baled hay is the easiest
BY BELL COMPANY fiom one system t<> tlm other is a big come into force.
ganised classes for men and women.
why, by mounting the gears
to
handle,
occupies
less
j
Automatic
telephones
will
he
injob and will talc ten 'years or more.
Junior League meeting and class for
off-center, more work can be
storage
room
and
is
in
the
Istalled by the Bell Telephone Company Remember, also, if you will, that we
accomplished without any in
preparatory members at 3.00 p. m.
proper shape for shipment
crease in power. The power
;
within
the
next
two
or
three
year,
shall
always
continue
to
need
operators
Bpworth League meeting at 6 15
ful stroke Of both plunger and
to markets where the high •
according to an announcement made for toll and long distamv rails, for
p. mself-feed arms, nrd the auto
est prices are paid.
by L. H. Kinnard. vice-president ami information work, for sp.-eial traflir
matic tucker, incere rmat, wellPraise and Preaching, at 7.00.
Besides getting higher
pressed bales, and the quick
and other kinds of rails."
Prof. J. H. Llndsday, organist and general manager of the company.
return
of both plunger and stifprices
for
your
*
hay,
you
With the new equipment on local
choir master.
feeder on the idlv “ coke gives
can
also
save
money
by
Praver meeting at 7.30 Tuesday , calls, the subscriber, by tlx* operation
plenty o f time to feed the
PUTS SCREWS ON GERMANY Y o u 'll fin d S lo a n 's L in im e n l
baling it with a John Deerepress. The improved form of
•of a dial on his telephone is able to
evening.
The pea re rouferenen has notified
Dain M o to r P ress— the
bio. k dropper is a convenience
s o ft e n s th e s e v e r e
set in motion apparatus in the een (lie German government that the peace
{
Christian 8cience
you will appreciate.
hay
press
that
makes
neat,
. tral office which will automatically
r h e u m a tic a c h e
well-shaped bales quickly.
Snnday Service at Sincock Hall, 11 i connect him with the teh phone of treaty will not go into force until
No matter whether you want
Cei many fulfils certain
obligations
Come in end let us show you
A. M.
a hay press for curt cm work cr
the subscriber he wishes to reach,
under the armistice and which have
one of these presses, and ex
only for your private use, wc
Put it on freely. Don't rub it in.
j Each telephone will bo equipped not yet. been carried out.
plain to you why it does better
can furnish you with a John
Just let it fcuiirati•naturally. What a
work. We want particularly
Deere-Dain Motor Press of the
j with a revolving circular dial
on
Unless Germany vests its representa sense of soothing relief soon follows!
ADDITIONAL RUUNGS ON
to show you the eccentric gear
right size and capacity.
which are shown numbers from 0 to 9. tives in Baris will full powers to sign
hxternal aches, stiffness, soreness,
REINSTATEMENT FOR WAR The subscriber wishing to call a a protocol pledging Germany to carry cramped muscles, strained sinews,
hack “cricks”—those ailments can't
RISK ISURANCE number lifts the receiver and turns out certain stipul Red condition, the light off the relieving qualities of
A series of decisions Issued by the
Sloan’s Liniment. Clean, convenient
economical. 35c, 70c, $1.40.
Director of the Bureau of War Risk
Insurance with the approval of the
H o u lto n . M a in e
Secretary of the Treasury provides
more liberal conditions for reinstate
ment of lapsed or canceled insurance.j
and you will have a warm building
L in im e n t
The provisions of Treasury Decision
K
eep i i h a n d y
at minimum expense. Clarions are
No. 47, allowing eighteen months from j
the date of discharge for reinstatement |
made to conserve coal. T hey con
upon payment of only two months’
trol the fire. Every joint and draft
premiums on the amount of insurance!
slide is fitted accurately. Materials
to be reinstated, are retained. T h at}
decision is liberalized, however, by a j
are selected with great care for
new provision that men out of the ;
strength and long service.^
service are permitted to reinstate by j
Send us your plans and let
merely paying the two months’ j
premiums without making a statement
us estimate on ” our needs.
as to health at any time within three
calendar months following the month
WOOD ft BISHOP CO.
ef discharge.

CHURCH SERVICES

F

a t o n ic

Baled Hay Brings
the Highest Price

ACHES AND PAINS
QUICKLY RELIViiC

J a m e s S. P e a b o d y

HEAT WITH A CLARION

L

» After the three months following
tike date of discharge have elapsed,
a statement from the applicant to the

Bangor, Maine
HAMILTON & GRANT, DEALERS, HOULTON

Look I Here is the globe spread out flat be
fore your eyes. See those stars? Every
star shows where a U. S. Navy ship was on
September 2nd, 1919. The Navy travels
the Seven Seas.

Don t you want to see the 'Wforld ?

‘igarettes

is ca llin g t o y o u !

th e r e d - b l o o d e d ,

h a rd -w ork in g ,

S tra n g e an d sm ilin g foreig n

h a r d -p la y in g m en

of

OMANCE

R

-

lands are b e c k o n in g t o y o u . S h o v e

T h e y W i n Y o u O n Q uality!

P a y b eg in s th e d a y y o u
L ea rn t o
Paree.

“ p a r le y -v o o ”

in g a y

S e e t h e b u l l - f i g h t s in

P an am a.

See su rf-rid in g o n

the

O n b o a r d sh ip a m an is a lw a y s
learning.

T r a d e s ch o o ls d e v e lo p

skill, in d u s tr y a n d bu sin ess a b ility .
y e a r w ith fu ll p a y .

L ea rn th e lure th a t co m e s w ith

good.

T h e fo o d is

F irst u n ifo rm o u tfit is fu r

th e sw ish a n d sw irl o f th e g o o d salt

n is h e d fr e e .

sea.

lim ited fo r m e n o f brain s.

E a t w ell— free; dress w ell—

P r o m o t i o n is u n 
Y ou

fr e e ; sleep clea n — fr e e ; an d lo o k ’em

can en list fo r t w o y s a r s a n d co m e

all stra ig h t

o u t b ro a d e r, s tro n g e r a n d abler.

French,

in

th e

eye— B ritish ,

C h in ese,

Japanese,

S p a n ia r d s , E g y p tia n s ,

G iv e C a m els th e stiffest tryou t, then
c o m p a r e th em w ith a n y cig a rette in
the w o r ld at a n y p rice fo r quality,
fla v or, satisfaction. N o m a tter

jo in .

T h ir t y d a y s care-^ree h o lid a y each

b ea ch o f W a ik ik i.

C a m els are m a d e o f an exp ert blen d o f c h o ic e
T u rk ish an d c h o ic e D o m e s tic to b a c c o s an d are
s m o o th a n d m ild, bu t h a v e that d esirable fullb o d y and certa in ly h an d ou t satisfaction in
g e n e ro u s m ea su re. Y o u w ill p refer this C a m el
b len d to eith er kind o f to b a c c o sm o k e d straigh t!

A lg eria n s

an d all m a n n er o f p eop le.

S h o v e o f f — J o in th e U . S. N a v y .
I f y o u ’ re b e tw e e n 17 a n d 35 g o t o
th e nearest recru itin g s ta tio n fo r

C om e!
w orld .

h o w lib e ra lly y o u s m o k e
C a m els t h e y w ill n o t tir e
y o u r taste f
R . J. R E Y N O L D S T O B A C C O C O .
W inston-Salem , N . C.

N avy.

o f f a n d see th e w o r ld !

Y o u r e n jo y m e n t o f C a m els w ill b e v e r y g rea t
b e ca u se their refresh in g fla v o r and fra g r a n c e
an d m e llo w n e ss is s o en ticin g ly different. Y o u
n e v e r tasted s u ch a c ig a r e t t e ! B ite is elim i
n ated an d there is a ch eerfu l a b sen ce o f an y
unp leasan t c ig a re tty after-taste o r a n y u n 
pleasant cig a r e tty o d o r !
Carnala are mold everyw h ere in
aaiedfiflcaliy aealad paokagaa o f 20
d g a rettea ; or tan packagea (20 0
cig a retteif in a glaaaine- paperoovmrmd carton. W e strongly reoommand this carton for th e hom e
nr office supply o r when you travel.

th e U . S.

i

Be a

real m a n o f th e

See th e w o rld .

See it w ith

all th e d etails.

I f y o u d o n ’t k n ow

w h ere it is ask y o u r p o stm a ste r.

Navy
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; destroyed at the time of the armistice
practically all had been rebuilt by Nov.
MILES OF RAILWAY 1 and service re-established. The work
Rapid progress has been made in , included the rebuilding of 1180 bridges
the repair and reconstruction of the and the reconstruction in whole or in
railways in northern France, destroy- part of over 350 railroad stations.
by the Germans during their retreat
(Jreat progress has also been made in
« r wrecked in the course of the war. resorting the ordinary roads, 30,000
O f the 20,000 miles of track found

HAVE REBUILT 20,000

>'

miles of which, with the road bridges,
were found unfit for use at the time of
the armistice. Thirty thousand civilian
and military workmen, working with
an equipment of 4000 freight cars and
300 steam rollers, have been engaged
in road and bridge building and have
put in order-7500 miles of these roads.

PACK NINE

■ W A flW W W V /A W W A W /Z A

Have you tried it lately?
It

has

always

been

known

as a better flour, but today

Clothes that wear
WELL
W e have exercised great

the trade says the best of all is

W illiam Tell
Flour

care

care this season in selecting our
goods, and have priced them so
as to be able to give our cus
tomers the most value possible.

Cloth, Plush and
We are continually experimenting
—always striving to make WILLIAM
TELL a finer and better flour.

Fur Coats
in a

great

variety— You ’ll be

delighted with them,

as

they
Some changes just completed, involv
ing new refinements in our machin
ery and methods, have brought us
just a little nearer to perfection in
color and baking quality.

embrace style, beauty and low
price.

Suits, Dresses and
Skirts
for

Ladies

and

Try it and you ’ll see the difference
at once.

Misses— No

better variey can be

found

in

thin town.
Sweaters, Bathrobes, Gloves.
Neckwear— in fact the outfiting
needs of every woman can be
supplied here.

Smart new Waists in Georgette,

Jietier it'll ifour (iroerr tod a //—W illiam Tell

Crepe de Chene, Net, Lace and

It enstn i><) mon to use th*> bent

Chiffon, latest models.

o'V >.

ERMAN

A

A'

'>

-

I

.-

>

V -V

Cl o a k S t o r e
b NO -59 M A IN STwJVicAersan

wbwBBii

H o u lto n •M a i n e

Interesting Display
of

IWIIW
M
f» IW
f T»►
"*' »

The Slok Exam ined F re e
B o s to n ’ s M a s te r S p e c ia lis t

Dr. Barbrick
W IL L M A K E H IS N E X T R E G U L A R V IS IT T O
l

Children s Apparel
Wether one seeks Winter Apparel for tiny tots or for those of
varying school ages there are assortments wide enough here,
and attractively priced enough to interest every mother in
selecting an ample supply of Children’s warm Clothing.

O ULTON, M A I N E
and will be at the

S

KRSONAL ATTENTION
D R.BARBRK’ K WILT. POSITIVELY
BB IN ATTi:.V:> \N<’E AND WILL
PERSONAI I.Y C O N S U L T W I T H
A N D RXAMJ s li A LX C A S E S.

n e l l

COATS
years

2 to 14 $ C to $

SERGE
years

DRESSES -2 to 14
$4■ to
"> $ 4 f%.9&
2

5 0$1 8

50

h o u s e

O N E D AY O N L Y

Thursday, N ovem ber 2 7
10 a m. to 8 p. m.

AND

O TH ER

T H IN G S

Are You S ic k ?
Are Y ou Suffering? Do
You Know W h at Ails Y o u ?
Unless you
know the True Cause of your troubles you
will never be cured. 90 out of every 100 sick
fail to get well because of improper diagnosis.

FREE TOTHESICK

Dr.Barbrick will find Your Disease
and to accommodate the many who were unable to see him during his previous visits he will con
tinue hie Free Offer and give to all who call on him during this visit his complete examinations
and fall diagnosis together with all office services required by the case Absolutely Free of Charge.

DISEASES TREATED
nay 1m indicated by th* divinity of diseases
acacflcd for treatment.
The symptoms and eonseO T A M H J ces o f which are too well
S i m to rapsal.
Partial or Complete. Are
yon warned by ringing noises
KRFNESS
B w S i T the extension of the catarrhal
to the bearing?
Loss of appetite, bloating of
the stomach or any of the
Inflammation of toe diges-

Clothing the Little Ones W armly and
W ell for Winter

W 5® h

Haeklng cough, pain In the
chest} loss or flesh, etc.
Have yon been warned
■ of the approach by a
light Sweats or Hemi
mmniBIA do yousuffer from an oppressed

-ror- smot
"-* * * ■ «

EAITJNSEASES

BBtetfiiEBSoBs

Irregular poise,
ahortneaeof breath,

o n r DBEA8ES
w a diseases

Wonderful X R a y Examinations F R E E
T | R . BARBRICK will have with him his 8pedal “ X RAY” outfit and Electrlcal Examining Machines and'Instruments for examining the Eye, Ear,
Nose, Throat, Lungs, Heart, Blood, etc., and will give these remarkable exami
nations absolutely Free to all who call on him during this visit. The above photo
•hows the Doctor making X Ray Examination of Lungs as an Aid to Diagnosis.

B E A D H IS C R ED EN TIALS

For the benefit of those who may not know
_
of sleep,
loinof memory, him well, the following credentials will ena
unhappy and ble the patient to judge whether the Doctor
is qualified to cure him or not.
tson.
Acute or chronic, muscu*
.... lar, articular or sciatic,
treatments proved unavailing. Physician, Surgeon and Specialist. For seven
Scrofula, chronic years Teaeher and Professor in the California
Medical College, Graduate Cincin■ M 0 DISEASES Mood poison, sores, Eclectic
nati,
**»»., 1803:
*<»», Atlanta,
Atiwiw, j.ow, Los A»gel**> 1910:
Post Graduate New York Policlinic, 1901-2:
N.
Y.
P.
G.,
1907-8; Edinburg, London ana
J p ToISEASES ksaas:1^ ,a Paris, 1912; Vienna
and Harvard, 1913. ExPresident
and
member of various medical and
andall malignant soientifio societies.
As
Writer and
MKEA3, TUMORS growths treated Specialist his reputationaisTeacher,
internationaL

J. FRASER BARBRICK, M. D.

ufftoMklbentfa

-need not be a matter of tiresome searching about for suit
able garments. Bring the children here and let one of our
well posted salespersons help you choose what is most desirable
and becoming to each kiddie. Our displays are conveniently
arranged and extensive— and you may rest assured that each
offering is of dependable, service givnig quality.

For the Hopeless

He especially invites those who have
tried other treatments and failed; those
who are now treating month after month
without help, continuing to treat because
of false encouragement; those who suffer
from any MALADY which has been pro
nounced INCURABLE, and people who
have been told that they had Consump
tion, Heart Trouble, Nervous Weakness,
or any disease, are all invited to call and
place themselves under his care during
this visit, and take advantage of the
Free Offer,

ftmanont Address and Laboratory, 210 Shawmut Avenue, Boston, Mass.
In Fort Fairfield, at the New P vmouth, Friday, November 2£th, from l l t o 6
Its Presque at the Presque House, Saturday, November 29th
Jr. Caribou at the Vaughan H o jse , Sunday and Monday, November 30th and December 1st
T o meet, consult with and examine both old and new patients.

/

MARKET
SQ U A R E

E V E R Y T H IN G
IN LADIES WEAR
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FAGS TEN

sugar. The principal sugar substitutes

COYOTE KIDNAPPED
; are honey, maple syrup, molasses and
HER PUPPIES IN BAG corn syrup, all of which are decidedly

fTEMPLETHEATRE

The coyote is unpopular both among distinct in flavor and so must be used
human beings and among its fellow ani with a flavoring agent which not only
mals; but the coyote is very intelligent blends, but is strong enough to disguise
S8 well as unpopular, evidently sharing |the taste of the substitute,
these peculiarities with the fox.
Coffee may he used especially well
Two young men who lived neai
any of these substitutes in the
held, in the state of Washington, j inajijUg 0f a wide variety of desserts,
were plowing one spring when they j pur^iier> jj> left-over coffee is used, it
came upon a family of three young j niay jn niany recipes replace part of
coyotes. They took possession of the .
making possible a distinct
little creatures; and in the mean time saving.
the old coyotes, the little ones’ parents
All measurements are level.
kept hovering about in an unpleasant
| Barely cover one and a half tableW
rSpy•
I
By and by. to get rid of them. |spoonsfuls of gelatine with cold water
Mathews went to his house, got his , and let stand for five minutes. In
brother Henry, a gun and a gunny sack. jUie meantime, combine two and a
The little coyotes were put into* the j
cupfuls of strong coffee, threesack. which was t*ien securely tied at fourths cupful of corn syrup and a few
the mouth. The old coyotes now disap grains of salt, and bring to boiling
peared, but in the hope of luring them point. Add the soaked gelatine and
so near that he could get a shot at j one-third teaspoonful of vanilla, and
them Mathews went to following the turn the mixture into a mould to
plowmen about the field, leaving at stiffen.

T h a n k s g iv in g

D ay -M atinee and

Evening

Thursday, N O V E M B E R

The First M etropolitan M usical C om edy to V isit H o u lto n —LeCom te
Present the Tuneful an<i G ay M usical P la y

“M Y
Splendid Cast

A

S H O W

O F

N O V E L T I E S

SOLDIER

FEATURES

E F F E C T S

GIRL”

Coming in all Its Merry-Making

the end the bag with the little ones.
Combine one cupful of strong coffee
Two or three times the party went with three cupfuls of milk. Beat to
around he field; but although the old gether three eggs, six tablespoonfuls
coyotes were seen, they kept at a safe of honey, a few grains of salt and three
drops of lemon extract. Add the coffee
distance.
But soon as the plowmen and the mixture, transfer to custard cups and
gunner came around toward the place set in a pan of hot water. Bake until
where they had left the sack they saw the custards are firm in the center.
a strange sight; it was the old mother
Combine one cupful of very strong
coyote, with the sack in her mouth, coffee with two cupfuls of light cream,
making off over the hill at full speed. one and an eight cupfuls of maple I
Henry fired at her, but without effect syrup, a few grains of salt, an egg
She made good her escape with her yolk and one and a half teaspoonfuls
puppies tied up in the sack, and doubt of vanilla. Freeze in an ice cream
less she had no difllculty in ripping freezer, in three parts of cracked ice
the bag open and liberating the young to one of rock salt.
ones as soon as she reached a safe
Combine one-half cupful of con
place.
densed milk, a few grains of salt, two
If she had been so foolish as to a t-1cupfu]s Gf boiling water and a cupful
tempt to open the sack before picking
sj rong c0ffee in a doubleboiler. Stir
up the puppies she would certainly until weii.blended. then add a third
have lost the young ones and her life. CUpfuj Gf quick-cooking tapioca. Cook
.--------------------! until the latter is translucent then beat
two egg yolks, add a little of the tap
COFFEE WITHOUT SUGAR
ioca mixture to them and stir this into
(Ida C. Bailey Allen, Author “Mrs. the original mixture.
Stir for a
moment or two. Add a few drops of
Allen’s Cook Book,” Etc.)
vanilla and pour the pudding into the
If the sugar shortage teaches a
beaten whites of the eggs, keeping it
greater appreciation of sugar less cof
fluffy. Serve very cold.
fee it will perform a real service.
Beat an egg in a mixing bowl and
Good coffee, especially when served
“ black” without cream, needs no sugar, j stir into it a cupful of molasses, three
ConnMsseurs know this, but the aver-: tablespoonfuls of melted shortning.
age American loads his cup with sugar; two teaspoonfnls of ginger, a teaand thereby loses the true coffee taste, spoonful of cinnamon, a teaspoonful
The habit of making coffee exces- j of soda, a half teaspoonful of salt and
.sively sweet is due in part to faulty |a half cupful of boiling coffee. Then
brewing which produces a bitter flavor. ! beat in one and three-fourths cupfuls
The wilder use of coffee, without sugar, of sifted flour, transfer to a well-oiled
or with little sugar, should help cor- dripping pan. and bake thirty-live
rect the careless and erroneous meth- minutes in an oven at 350 degrees F.
ods of preparation far too prevalent in Serve warm with butter, or hot or
American households.
cold with whipped cream, which has ^
The sugar famine also calls atten been swetened with a little honey and
tion to the merits of coffee as a flavor flavored with a few drops of lemon
ing for desserts made without cane juice.

AND

& Flesher

Flirtation Walk, an illuminated Runway out over the Orchestra Seats— Brigade of Girls— Brilliant Lawn Fete—
Bewitching Beauty Chorus—The Gorgeous Follies Production— Dazzling with Costumes and Electrical Effects

All Music

Comedy

2 3 Song Hits

Singing

Dancing

Lights

Pretty Girls

2 Special Cars

Com pany o f 3 5

COMING DIRECT FROM IMPERIAL THEATRE, ST. JOHN

DPrices

MATINEE 2 30—75c and $1.99
NIGHT—75c, $1.99 and $1 50

Plus Tax

Seals Now Selling at
the Box Oiflce
n“v*rvi

--------------------------------------

Saturday Begins a Most Important Event

Our November Mark Down Sale
Coats - Suits - Dresses - Skirts - Furs
This is the Sale you have been waiting for.
Once a season we mark down and
close out our entire stock of Garments.
Now is the time to make your selection
C O A T SALE
200

Warm

Winter

D R ESS S A LE
garments

S U IT S A LE

EVERY DRESS will be marked

The seasons newest styles for

down for this salt1.

quick sales at genuine MARK

be

DOWN PRICES

MARK-DOWN

disappointed

in

You won’t
this

HID.

Most attractive stvles and reliat ble makes. Every suit marked at

j

! CLOSING-OLT SALE lb
’ RICES
j

For the general comparison of
regular and Mark-Down Prices:

S K IR T S A L E
During this sale you may make
your selection from our large
new stock at

(IREATLY

RE-

D l’ CEI) PRICES

$50
40
30
20
10

Garments
Garments
Garments
Garments
Garments

reduced
reduced
reduced
reduced
reduced

to $37.95
to 29.50
to 22.50
to .13.95
to
6.95

Oher prices accordingly low

This is your One Great Opportunity to select High Grade Garments at prices
way below normal. Buy now while stocks are complete

SALE

BEGINS S A T U R D A Y , N O V . 2 2 N D
AT THE GARMENT STORE

P. M c L E O D
5 6 Main Street

Houlton, Maine

0
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the Sun continues. “ He has been too! with the ashes to protect them from much retarded.

PAGE ELSTON

That this action of should carry an analysis showing the Ashes, when bought in any qua»tity,

CABRIELLE D’ANNUNZIO
absorbed with living. Harassed by ! rain. In a large number ol' analyses Ian alkali is sometimes ot gi f at |percentage ot potash and of lime which should always be purchased under
ti(
ilni)0ltan( ( i* at u skil l>> tin they contain. The ashes are shipped ! definite guaranty of potash. This is
STILL A HOT SPUR AT 55 debts that his own irresponsibility had ma(le at (;be Maine Agricultural E x-;

r

in from Canada vary greatly in j far more important than the guaranty
With his bold seizure ot the city ot j burdened him with, an exile from h is; |)el1ment 8ta0on „ is dearly indicated ; £
“
“r “ ” ' 1
Fiame, Gabrielle D’Annunzio, Italy a j country, the years since the beginning
.
.
,tffpr j . ,,
y c
‘ y composition, apparently largely due j of lime. The amount of lime is
brilliant poet-soldier added one mote {of the twentieth century have been , that d.lterent samples ot ashes ditter
grams ot sam, that the HO„ has to the way in which the ashes have j practically the same in leached as ia
the appearance and properties of a
dfematlc gesture to a life in which he productive of little save his latest vol- markedly in theii manorial va m .
been stored. It is also possible that |unleached ashes.
sandy soil, although it astually may
that
the
already had achieved, a permanent : tune of verse. Laudi, and his mystery . js ai.soclearly brought out
CHAS. D. WOODS,
contain as much clay as many so- many of the so-called “ unleached
ptece In world history as poet, novelist,' play. The Martyrdom of St. Sebastian. f unleache(1 hard w00tlashes are of
called clay soils. Carbonate of potash ashes” have been partially leached
Director.
dimmfttist and soldier. The infatua-1 “ All the years that he was producing m(u h greater value than those from
has
a
tendency
to
keep
clay
in
a
tton of the Italian troops for the dash-|a iarge volume of work he had an utter;
“puddled” condition.
lag poet may be a tribute either to the ; contempt for materialism that ex- j h°
'VOO( '
* ‘
Potash salts also have a decided
magnetic personality of the man or |pressed itself in a refusal to pay any ' method of burning and partly to the
Potash
Their
Ike romantic appeal of his daring to iattention to bills; he continued to live way the ashes are kept. ~
* ’ is action upon soil nitrogen.
Ike Latin temperament. It is difficult in luxury while the bills mounted. In volatile at a not very high temperature alkaline solutions have great power
lo r any one outside the “ boot of E u-! 1910. when, according to a Parisian and in case of very hot fires much of to dissolve organic matters and render
unavailable nitrogen available. This
rape" to grasp the secret of his power, newspaper, his unpaid bills totaled
the potash is driven off and lost. tendency of potash to promote rank
"T o tell the truth, I am a being n o t ; some $80,000, his creditors descended
Dump and furnace ashes are more or growth is well illustrated wherever
at
century.” D.Annunzio declared ; upon him, his furniture and art treasless exposed to the weather.
The the land has been recently cleared of
*aareral years ago when the archbishop ures were seized and he himself was
rains if copious enough to wet through wood and the logs
burned.
The
o f Paris interdicted his play. The from that day an exile from his counthe pile would leach the ashes and rankness of growth which follows is
Martyrdom of St. Sebastian, to all |try, not to return juntil he went to
THE SOLUTION OF
carry off more or less of the watei probab|y due not onjy t0 tbe avaiiabie
4Brifltlans. “ I am a great lord of an- rouse the Italians to war.”
soluble potash. In case of a dry pile potash returned to the soil, but also
PROPER PROVISION
d en t days—sumptuous in tastes and !
Found New Interest in War.
partially wet, the water falling upon to the abundant supply of nitrogenous
usable to control them. I live with
for an opportunity or emergency is an
The war brought new interest to the tbe top wjll dissolve out the potash
food made available by the action of
out pursuing any special interests and
account
with the Houlton Trust Com
poet who had grown despondent in his ; jn tbe upper layers and carry it to the
the alkali upon the soil humus and to
m j endless enthusiasm and love for
pany
to
which deposits are added
years of exile in Paris and Versailles. jovver part of the pile. In the case of the fact that alkali has a tendency to
each week. This assures confidence
the movement
Ik s world*a t \1tkc Tho M>ld° reasoning *Wlth age he had l08t something of h,s damp ashes drying out,
retain moisture.
and stability.
^ke worid at iarge—the co d,
g |h0ld on his feminine following; the off water
ter ls
is toward
toward the
me top and the
As
the
presence
of
an
alkali
favors
1
world— styles, extravagant.
! pleasure of selecting a cravat or a par- wa^er containing the potash would be
4% Interest Paid on Savings Accounts
There ’spoke the man who inflamed asol ter set off his olive complexion, or drawn to the top and evaporate, the growth of the fungus which
of the pile the produces potato scab,ashes should be j
° r
r
j by
- h °t —
i0t “ nC0Ct,nS SOme " ew a” d S,range leaving at the top
•dering *
*
..
- f
j perfume with which to scent his per- potasb in the form of a more or less used with large care on land where I
a crop of potatoes is to be grown.
* a tr ts o f women*, the “ a”
the son’ had lost its ze8t Never bUt once crystalline crust. With the next rain
the air againsi
.
._____
.___ ..
..
...
,, ___ . and carried
___
A bushel of good home burned, un- i
****** h**1} * 1 !n
jhad he descended from the dramatic ; thlg would be dissolved
- « ^ y ° f his wuntry. and wno too |t° ^
wayg ° f hlg feii° Ws That was down into the pile to again reappear at leached
hard wood ashes weighs
* * * * * * * pride in his wardrone 01 s“ K ;when he married the beautiful daugh- the surface ln subsequent evaporation about 48 pounds, and on the average
ajdarwear and purple parasols than ne jter Q f the Duchess 0f GalleSe. But soon , f th
isture it, therefore, follows contains about 4 pounds of potash,
dM In his international reputati^ as j after the wedding, he returned to his that the composition of a pile of wet
Pounds of phosphoric acid and 18
* poet and a novelist GaDrieue u , a u -1 phlIandering( and the lessening by age ashes ig not unlf0rm and that portions Poundsof lime. Ashes of commerce
OTUlohas been consistent only m “ 1 S ;0f his personal charm to women had of it would be p0orer than other parts usually carry about half this amount
Moon•latencies, and the world
jb
one of the principal cuses of his j D0tash
of potash.
refcod
» » « b8e" amu8ed at hU despondency. So he hailed the war as
InP° ta8h
addition to the carbonate of
Wet ashes are not much more
“extravagant actions” in turn.
a delightful relief.
potash, which is the water soluble compact than dry. While a bushel of
A id yet there is one course from
With its end his friends had begun potasb in ashes there is some insoluble wet ashes weighs considerably more
which ke never has wandered— that of
to ask what new distraction the poet potasb which consists chiefly of than a bushel of dry ashes, the
patriotism. Throughout his life h is 1
* I ™ - : v , 2 > n il“ ,v *Vn ! would be able t0 flnd- For a whlle silicate of potash. This is only slowly difference is chiefly due to the water.
*• interest
iniOlv l has
Ha been
/• *“ j! he
ho was
uroQ content
pnntont tn
...
i
A imoKni
cV>nc
'*** abiding
to dlanlftv
display his skill
skill and . jf at all avaiiabie
to -plants.
Phosphoric A
bushel r»f
of umt
wet r\r
or InooViorl
leached oashes
Ids poetic musing he has seen
TO PROVIDE CAPITAL
A
th« nnw«r that Idaring in the airPlane ln which he had acid js an in the insoluble form and contains about 50 pounds of dry matter
r„i0a thP oivl. ! fought the Austrians. But this soon how readlly available is not known, or practically the same as a bushel
The young man who expects to start
wnriri and since the first dis- palled’ and Ita^y ad begun to con^ec' Wood ashes as ordinarily prepared of dry ashes.
in business for himself some day,
■Inn ^
poacc trenty he has ' tUre wbat new *urn ^ Annunzio s rest- carry froni 30 to 40 per cent of lime.
Ashes, now come under the rewishes to be well supplied with capi
. ___ .
An the annexation bv ' *GSS nature m^ bt ^a^e next. when his i »rbis jime bas ^be same value as any quirements of the fertilizer law and
tal. Now is the time to prepare and
a w e * Insisted on the • "n®xat'oa ^ i descent upon Plume with a handful of agrlcuIturaI IIme.
provide
for such a fund.
me
enure
_
___*_____
,.„t._,
__,
of
kls native land
adventurous volunteers answered the
In addition to their manurial value
Dalmatian coast.
STATE OF MAINE
You can do it by having an account
question.
ashes have a decided effect upon the
Treasurer’s
with the Houlton Savings Bank and
A Morbid Interest in Death.
capillary power of the soils. If a
Augusta, Maine Nov. 7, 1919
making regular deposits to your cre
This Idea of grandeur in death has WOOD ASHES AS
solution of carbonate of potash, such
; Persuant to Chap. 10, Sec 44 of the
dit each week or month.
•aver held a morbid sway over the now
C C D T III7F D as potash of wood ashes, is poured (Revised Statutes; I will sell and
S& year old hotspur. Often he ex-j
A r tiK llL lA L K upon loam, it will be made muddier i convey by deed to the highest bidder,
jreesod the wish that he might g o ! Wood ashes carry large amounts of and stickier than it would be if at the Treasurer of State’s Office at
Dividends at the rate of 4% per annum
•dawn in flames in his airplane behind j readily available potash free from moistened with water. Investigations A'iKusta. on the twenty-eight day of
have been paid for the past nine years
November next, at 4 o clock P. M. all
the Austrian lines. “ What more glori- j jnjmious materials and under present show that alkaline solutions seem to the interest of the State in the tracts
e « e death?” he was wont to ask. A n d ]high prl(jes for commercial potash loosen the particles of the clayey soil of land hereinafter described; lying in
the old idea of taking his own life!
. . . . . .
from the particles of sand and float Unincorporated townships, said tracts
.gaining a hold on his Imagination, h e 'should be saved and »PP«ed to the ^ ^ ^
parti(.leS) and thus fm Up having been forfeited to the State for
of State. County, Forestry
spoke of diving in his plane into the land. The potash content of ashes the spaces betWeen the sand grains, non-payment
District Taxes; certified; to the
fiery mouth of Vesuvius. So it may varies with the kind of wood, the \s a result of this clogging of the Treasurer of State for the year 1917.
be wondered if he might not have been ' method of burning, and the care taken pores, the circulation of the* water is The salt* and conveyance of each
tract will be made subject to a right
seeking death in this, his latest es
in the owner or part owner whose
capade, a death that would enshrine
rights have been forfeited, to redeem
kls memory with that of Garibaldi in
the same at any time within one year V V W J V W W W W W W V J W V iiW V W W W W V W W V W W W W A
after the sale by paying or tendering to
Ike hearts of his countrymen.
the purchaser his portion of what the
D’Annunzio ls the spoiled darling of
purchaser paid therefor at the sale
Italy. In 1880, when only 16 years old.
with interest at the rate of twenty per
kls first volume of verse was published
cent, per annum, from the time of the
sale, and one dollar for release, or
aad won the applause of the critics.
such owner may redeem his interest
At 20 he was the pet of the aristocracy
b> paying as aforesaid to the Treasur
You Deposit in the
Rome, and there followed a succes
er of State as provided in Chap. in.
sion U fladventures" that might' have
Sec. 46 of the Revised Statutes.
No tract, however, will he sold at a
corrupted morally a nature stronger
price buss than the full amount due
tka his. But, while sipping delight
thereon for such unpaid Srate. County
fully of the forbidden pleasure which
“ O h, be my w ife,” the lover sighed,
ami Forestry District Taxes, interest
came to him unsought, he maintained
and costs, as described in the follow
“ And when you are my blushing bride,
ing schedule:
kis genius throughout and never
Aroostook County
of Houlton, Maine
ceased to produce literature w'hich,
I’ll promise faithfully and true,
Portion Amt.
wklle It brougt him the enmity and
unpaid
s
T o purchase Town T alje Flour for you.”
Ike ban of the Vatican, strengthened
T. A. R.
W. E. L. S..
Is under the supervision of
part <>f, beinp’ a parr (“1 of
kls hold on his countrymen.
la nd at the junction of
s
Won International Fame.
the e; is! and west hr; mchns of thr Ar■oostook road
<
And this is the D.Annunzio who ex
of
in the south part
J
erted such a strange power over his
said townshi] ). Said pared
>
feminine admirers, who won the most
is reputed to he owne (1 i)V
i
W e p a y 4% o n T i m e D e p o s i t s
Line Marsh and conitains
enthusiastic plaudits of literary crit
J
more or less All
1.7P J
acres.
seven
ics, and swayed his fellows with his
"i
.ms FPU \V. SIM I'SON
llercy words and daring deeds.
T rea su rer of St;it<
His verse of 1880, Primo Vere, was
followed three years later by a sec- ,
•i»d volume, Canto Nuoro, and his
sam e began to be mentioned in the
name breath with that of Carducci, the j
great Italian lyric poet.
j
“ In 1894, with the publication of II
Triono della Morte (The Triumph of
Death), D’Annunzio ceased to be a
Kidney troubles don't disappear of
Tha housewife of Holland would al
national figure,” says the New York themselves. They grow slowly but most as soon be without food as with
steadily,
undermining
health
with
Dvenfng Sun. “ His work received the ' deadly certainty, nntll you fail a vic out her “Real Dutch Drops,” as she
quaintly calls GOLD MBDAI, Haarlem
seal of approval and more from the tim to incurable disease.
Stop your troubles while there ls time. Oil Capsules. They restore strength
kands of the leading French critics, |Don't waft until little pains become big and
are responsible in a great measure
and from time on what the Italian [ aehea. Don't trifle with disease. To for the sturdy, robust health of the
avoid future suffering begin treatment Hollanders.
poet and novelist wrote had an inter- , with GOLD 1CBDAL Haarlem
Haarlei Oil Cap! sales new. Take three or four every
Do not delay. Go to your druggist and
aatlonal audience.
J day until yen are entirely free from Insist on his supplying you with GOLD
"Fuoco (the Flame of Life), pub- i lain
MEDAL Haarlem OU Capsules. Take
them as directed, and If you are not
IMMd to 1»00. marks perhaps the high |
satisfied with results your druggist will
w t o t to the artistic career of D'a „ - ;
t ^ « r n . gladly refund your money. Look for
the name GOLD MEDAL on the box
•anzlo; In the last two decades he has ■sMebal charter authorising rts prepara- and accept no other. In sealed boxes,
three sizes.
:Attempted, with indifferent success, to t*on
eala
express his artistic theories in the

Houlton Trust Co.
H o u lto n , M a in e

r

Houlton Savings Wm
H b U L T O N , M AINJET

EVERY

✓

DOLLAR

First N ational 681,11

M illed on H onor— Ideal for
E very Baking

U nited States G overnm ent

TOWN TALK FLOUR

KIDNEYS WEAKENING?
LOOK OUT!

L ay a bet on

•Ahum .

rolling ’em with

Exiled For His Debts.
"In the more than 10 years which he
Aevoted to the drama he was attemptlag to bring back to the stage of Italy
ke nnlty and the power of the classi
cal Greek tragedy, yet so far were his
efforts misunderstood that the popular
verdict proclaimed his dramas ‘tedlcut.’
-**Tke later years have seen little
vsrk issue from the pen of the poet,”

Albert
th e n ation a l j o y sm oke

RAIL WEIL NERVOUS

R

O L L I N G y o u r o w n cig a rettes w ith P r in c e A lb e r t is ju st
. a b ou t as j o y ’us a sideline as y o u e v e r ca rried a ro u n d in
y o u r g rip I F or, tak e it at a n y an gle, y o u n e v e r g o t s u c h quality,

The CsadWsa eff Many Man, Women
and Children.

Ta ha vel) and strong and to have

a good healthy color, be sure to trv
the real iron tonic Peptiron, by which
magy son and women have been
greatly benefited. Peptiron is an ex
cellent combination or iron and man
ganese with mix, celery, pepsin and
ether tonics and digestives, and is
made with special reference to the
needs of pale, weak, nervous suffer«*rs. It is both medicine and food for
the blood and nerves, and is signally
-effective in the treatment of anemia
.and neurasthenia.
*'1My daughter ia taking Peptiron
for nervousness, and feeling better.”
Fnrah
Oermond, Philmont, N. Y.
-Ktu# by C. L Hood Co., Lowell, Mass.

P.

Copyright mi
R. J. RoyaoMa
Tobacco Co

flavor, fra g ra n ce an d cooln ess in a m a k in ’s cig a re tte in y o u r
life as e v e r y “ P . A . h o m e -m a d e ” w ill presen t y o u !
Prince Albert puts new smokenotions under your bonnet!
delightful rolled into a cigarette

to it like you been doing it since aw ay back!
and a cinch to handle !

It’s so

and, so easy to roll 1 And, you just take
You see, P. A . is crimp cut

AwmHingyour u y -w , you 'll
Had top py rod liMtfa, tidy rod
Rina, hmndoomo pound ond
h o lt pound tin humidoro—
• nd—th a t clo aay, practical
pound oryatal it/aaa humidor
with apongo m oiatonor top
that kaapa P nnea A lbart in
aueh parfact condition !

R.J. Rvyneli
naldi Tobacco

CmaipP«ay

Whia>«p Snl— fc N. C.

k fi» 5 S
P rince .alb er t

It stays put — and yo u don't lone a lot when yo u

start to hug the paper around the tobacco !
You 11 like Prince Albert in a jim m y pipe as much as> you do in a hornerolled cigarette, too!

---- B R O A D W A Y
N e x t t o E lk s C lu b

PHARMACY

P r e s c r i p t i o n D r u g g is t

M a in S tre e t

process.

Bite and parch are cut out by our exclusive patented

Y ou know P. A . is the tobacco that has led* three men to smoke

pipes where one was smoked before. Y es sir, Prince Albert blazed the
way. And, m e-o-m y, what a wad of smokesport will ripple your way
every time you fill u p !

\ C w |M P; CUT

tom

#
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I Air. and Mrs. J. A. Stone and family
Houlton last Wednesday.
Air. Herbert London of Hodgdon attended the Lowery and Hutchinson
-spent one day ast week with his. wedding at the Alothodist Church in
Alonticello on Wednesday.
brother Mr. Fred London.
There were over 100 present at th Mrs. John Gartlv of Woodstock ha*
been spending tin; last two weeks with regular meeting of Littleton Grange
oil .Saturday evening, li was voted to
her daughter. Airs. Finest Turney.
Airs. Winfield Scott of Hodgdon is elect officers at the m \t meeting on
the guest of her sister Miss Lillian Dec. i!th.
All’s.; Editli Hall was (onfined to the
Brown and her fat - -r Perry Brown,
MONTICELLO
LUDLOW
h o u s e several days
last week by
for
a
few
weeks.
illness.
The condition of Olie Flewolling
Mr^. Rachel Longstaff is enjoying a
Air.
and
Airs.
F.erett
Montgomery
Airs. .Mark Gray and daughter Ruth
few weeks with her (laughter. Mrs. does not change any.
Mrs. Caleb Foster of Lincolnville of Woodstock were tin* guests of Air. return d to Portsmouth. N. H. on
Clyde Thomas.
and Ah-s. Frnest Turney, Sunday.
.Monday. She was accompanied by her
Miss Vera J. Thompson spent the is in town visiting relative;..
Frank Hull and Olin Melvin have
Robert Hawkes
father J. A. Wolverton, who will make
week-end with her parents, Mr. and
gone Oil a hunting trip this week.
Air. Robert Hawkest. who has been a visit at her home.
Mrs. O. L. Thompson.
ot’ ,Mrs. Grace
Aliles .Libhv has purchased the
Mrs. Herbert Crane of Hodgdon was . The marriage
,, lal_ ^
. . Ricker
. ill for the past two years, died Fridav
the week-end guest at the home of her , an(l keo. ^mith took place last \ye('k. Nov. 7th at his home. Funeral services Hiram Burbar farm in Amity and will
move i heir this week. Fi tends regre;
son, Mr. William Crane.
stover, principal ot K. ( .
I., Moulton preached in the Baptist wen* conducted by Rev. Henry Speed their departure and (extend best
This is an opportunity that none can church here Sunday.
at tin* Cnion Church and interment wishes for success in their new home.
afford to lose. Mr. Foster is a bible
Several Masons from here attended was made at this cemetery. He leaves
On Wednesday id AI. at the Metho
scholar, ar.d an eloquent speaker and the dedication exercises at Masonic bis wife. Airs. Hawkes, who so 'aithhas a bible message for everyone. Mr. Temple building in Moulton on Friday f ul ly attended him during his long dist parsonage in Houlton, Rev. Thos.
Whiteside united in marriage Will
Good’s singing is an inspiration to all of last week.
illness and two sons Rllis a.nd
Linton of Houlton and Airs. Helen
and a great help in the meeting.
Miss Ula Bond, teacher of the Lake
Han- of Littleton. Friends extend
Among the out of town people Road school gave an entertainment
eongrat illations.
attending the service at the Baptist on Friday evening, which netted for
OAKFIELD
'
Mr. and Airs. Edward Tingley. Mr
church Sunday, were Mr. and Mrs. the school $11.75.
Airs. L. A. Barker recently pun be -ed and Airs. Wilbur Robinson, Mr. and
George Bates of Linneus, Mr. and Mrs.
a
new
Ivors
&
Pond
Piano.
The death of Verna
Flewelling,
Airs. Frazier Shannon, left Saturday
Charles Porter of Littleton. Mr. andMr. R. L. Moore was a business for Oorinna, where they are to reside.
JfS, George
Carpenter
of
Hammond,
George Carpenter^ of Hammond, . ^“ewelMng ° occurred “on Snt!mlay°at caller at Houlton last week.
By their removal, the Grange loses
Irg. Lee
lint.
I* e Good
Good of
ot Monticello and Mr. , h(i age * 1# months.
Alartin Theatre announces
tin- ! four members and the Baptist church
R. A. Nixon of Smyrna.
following
productions
and
dates;
The house belonging to Ben Stacksix active members. AI^. Robinson
yiT. F. W. Foster, the farmer house in the village, caught fire on the
Mr. K. P. Libby has entered the |will be especially missed as he has
evangelist
and Mr.
sense of
OI Fort
f-ore Fairfield,
rairne.u, aim
m.
Saturday evening which caused employ of Dickey & Webb handling been a faithful organist for several
is *
• * » * « and. e.™n* Lliv» quite an excitement for a while, but Ipotatoes.
years.
Anthony and Airs. Ruth
2
5
8
2
?
,
for’
the
I
was
put
out
before
any
damage
was
Mrs.
P.
A
Mrs. .Mark Turner, in charge of the
services at the Baptist church for the ,
Leavitt wen shopping in Houlton
,‘ird Red Cross (’all reports the follow
p u t week.' The services will continue , A pany conslsting of Mrs. Joel Saturday.
every evening this week, except Satur-; w ...
M
Marv Stuart of
Mr. C. G. Say wood was a passenger in g : Solicitors, iMrs. E. P. Titcomb,
; Mrs. O. V. Jenkins, Mrs. King Bruce,
dhy and three eervics next Sunday.
: Hoult0n jasper Nickerson of Presque pn Tuesday night’s pullman for Booth- j Mrs. Charles
Porter, Miss Hazel
■ fhnnvfMi
’ Isle and Linton Mills, Elbridge Well- bay Harbor.
Briggs. The number of memberships,
LINNEUS
ington and Harlon Stanley from here. ; Mr. Samuel and Arthur Grant went j received 112 and the amount of cash
T*~~i — ------- to attend a comMr. Matt. Ruth of Albion Is visiting , teft Saturday for a weeks hunting on to Boston recently
j received is $120.50.
Those who
meroial
college.
:
assisted
the
solicitors
in
their work I
relatives here.
|
South Branch.
Mr. Charles Clark has recently
j were.
Rev. Mark Turner, Ralph
Hollis Adams was in Portland and
moved into the Garcelon residence on Crosby. Mrs. Roy Drake. Mrs. Emmie i
Boston last week.
BRIDGEWATER
Smyrna street for the winter.
Thanks are extended to all i
Mrs. Firman Popham was the guest
Wm Milliken was in Houlton over
Many out of town people saw the Libby.
who helped in this work.
of Mrs. Herb Ruth in Houlton last i g unday.
“ Unpardonable Sin” at the Martin
A wedding of interest occurred in
week.
i Mr. and Mrs. David Good expect to Theatre last Wednesday night
Mr. Elijah Giberson of Denver, i
to'MilHnocket for"the'winter.
" m7 ‘ Cha?ies” NoyTs^and ^several of t*,oult°™ ° n Wednesday P. AI. when
Colorado. Is visiting his brother. Mr. Mr and Mrs A q . Stackpole were thfl y0Ung n e o n l /o f Smyrna Mills AIton Titcomb of Littleton and Miss
Colby O tt-W J .
_ .
week-end guests of re v iv e s " In Houl-.
at.endlngT hfdaneingT hool h m i I
H° Ult° n Were U” ited ln
Married. In Woodstock, last Wednes- ton
Mr. W. A Babcock returned Satur- nla, riage at the bride’s home. The
groom,
second
son of Mr. and Mrs. E.
day: Arnold McDunnar and Miss
Fred Collins of Newport is visiting day fr0m a successful hunting trip
Addle Gardiner.
relatives and friends here for a short j from Weeksboro. bringing home two P. Titcomb, is one of Littleton’s most
popular young men. The bride is one :
Mrs. Elizabeth Htfdley and Mrs. time.
deer.
Bertie Cordroy spent one day last
Dell Cookson and Geo. Barrett were
i\[r
p Bishop. Walter E. of Houlton’s charming young ladies. '
week with Mrs. Mary Hall.
drawn jurymen and went to Houlton Mathews, Chas. C. Grant, Roland Only relatives and immediate friends
of the bride were present at the
a F**’* Adanl s a f ? akflelu u Si ? ‘
Tuesday.
Kinney and Earl Clifford of Portland
wedding .
Saturday and Sunday with his class
when ,n Houlton call at Osgoods are enjoying a few davs hunting trip ceremony. After a short
trip they will make their home in
mate, Roy Blther of R. L. 1.
and i00]( over hjS iine of Jewelry, at Rockahenia Lake.
Manchester, N. H., where the groom
E' Blth oLtSUrtskv
Watches- etcMiss Josephine Callahan of Houlton
grand-children spent Saturday and ; Fred Rideout while working with a visited her sister Miss Marv Callahan will engage in the produce business.
Sunday in Houlton with her daughter, tractor, got his foot entangled, break- jast week, prior to her departure for The best wishes of a host of friends
go with them to their new home.
Mrs. Albert Young, and her son, Fred lng his ankle
Detroit. Alich. where she has been
Blther and family.
Mrs. Geo. Barrett is visiting her engaged as a professional nurse.
The many friends of Miss Willa daughter Mrs Helen Bll(.k in Houlton,
Eddie Polo in "Lure* of the Circus”
Stewart are glad to know that she is for a few weeks
Nov. 21st. Cecil B. DeAIillt- in "Till CLEANED THE POISONS
recovering nicely from the operation
The M. E. Ladies Aid meet Wednes I Come Back to You." .Matinee. Nov.
FROM HIS SYSTEM
to which she submitted, at the day with Mrs. Frankie Stytham. they 27, 2..‘50 P. AI. Douglass Fairbanks in
A Ma ssachusetts Man Gratef iul
Madigan Hospital, a few days ago. have sewing to do.
1
1
1
1
<
-1
S
i
•
vii;I
p. Mas-a .\ well-1'ike,d ,pit i/.eit
"Down to Earth,” evening. Nov. 27.
this (pit \'. who has :stiffen■d in th. ■past.
Her friends remembered her with a
Ellie Lowell and daughter Margare*
Don't miss tin- matinee and evening Of
writ PS thi fnl Inwiny t1 ) Hr. .1. F. T'file .V
post card shower one day last week. are in town for a few days from Nov. 27th as these arc famous film ('u
•
Bangor. Mrs. Lowell is a patient in stars, whose produetions you will
"I have taken all kinds ,if 1ax;atives.
t.-it
tmii P Ml!' it eli'il lleil the onisinn fn on my
Gardiner— McDonnough
the hospital there.
thoroughly enjoy.
syst piii as ymir Klixir will ktIn W what tn
The marriage of Miss Adeline
ii'H' lipfpal ter eiinsidi ■riny the i■ff.•ets it
11;111 nil tina. as 1 fee1 s)11einlid im,w all
Gardiner and Arnold McDonnough,
LITTLETON
NEW LIMERICK
in\ >\'Sl pi,1 lleeileil \va a n■al el. •anirm
both of Linneus, was solemnized on
wltii•ll HIll Vyour Flixir nave the !' h lyvsies
Wallace J. Turner of Easton. ?
Tuesday, Nov. 11, at the Free Baptist
Airs. William McGathy of Littleton several
1
! i: i, \ P takeii merely 1>assei1 ’ thr. myli my
11<>w.■I-."
parsonage Woodstock, the ceremony is visiting her sister Mrs. Ward Hand, E Libby.days with his sister, Mr;
Xa 111 e 1111 lie, |||.■st )
1>l■. Ti u p ' s Klixir ha-■ relie ved tl'D>1isa nds
being performed by Rev. Mr. Ackland,
Airs,. Joseph Beoun. who has been
ii !' -ail'fi-liTs duriny ' In- last
(A
Airs. Cassie Gray of Presque
yea rs.
rector of the church.
; sick is gaining.
11 naa in•• :i liresi-ri]>t i.in aetllall\’ Iast ink
was
a
week-end
guest
at
the
home
of
The bride was most becomingly > Miss Vivian Mullen spent Sunday
li my (Inet ill's eome am1 dm tn] s ko.
i.ut 1ii- Trues Kli xir, Tlie
’amily
gowned ln blue silk taffeta, wearing a with her grandparents. Mr. and Airs, J. A. Wolverton.
Airs. Catherine Bruce has gone to l.a\: tt iVi* aml Worm 1■Alien, •r, wl tic Ii was
velvet hat and veil to match.
* Alfred Eaton.
Si i\ Pn 111C wniid by 1>r. Tr m
i:< cif nld.
The maid of honor was Miss Minnie : Mr. and Mrs. Harry Kelley and son Portland lo spend several months with l i e liest 1’ri oml in lie fntiml in your
nteilieitle el nset.
Stewart, who was charmingly gowned Newell spent Sunday with Mr. Kelley's ! her daughter. Airs. Smith.
Isaac Gerow of Cary has purchased
Symp to ms of Wo r ms :
S wo l l e n upper
In dark blue silk and wearing a black i mother in Dyer Brook,
lip. d e r a n g e d s t o ma c h , s our
st o mac h,
velvet- hat. Mr. Given Gardiner, a
Air. and Mrs. William AleCain, Air. the Aliles Libby farm on the North o f f e n s i v e breat h, hard and full belly, wi t h
Road
and
is
moving
this
week.
o c c as i o n al g r i p i n g s and pai ns about the
brother of the bride was best man.
|and Mrs. Robert Powell attended
Airs. Charles Shaw his returned navel, pal e f ac e o f l eaden tint, e y e s h e a v y
The bride is the youngest daughter church in Ludlow on Sunday,
attd dull, t w i t e h i n c eyel i ds, i t c h i n g o f the
from
Boston,
where
she
has
been
for
of Mrs. Prilla Gardiner of Linneus j Evangelist Foster and Rev. Coosman
nose, i t c h i n g ot t c.
r e c t um, s ho r t d r y
and Is one of the most popular mem-1 held services in the school
house treatment, much improved in health. cough, g r i n d i n g « f teeth, l i tt tl e red poi nt s
Rev.
M.
H.
Turner
and
wife
and
Air.
s
t
i
c
k
i
n
g
out
on
the
t ongue.
starting
hers of the younger social set. The Saturday and Sunday morning,
slo w f ev er .
groom is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
Mr\, and Mrs. Harry Crandelmire and Airs. Charles Porter attended the d u\r ion g Hsleep,
- K e c o m m e n d e d bv
in Houlton on I ’ hr s i e i aanrsm f u lA T I >rugs
Almon McDonnough of Linneus and of Lakeville have been visiting their S. S. Convention
ALL
DEALERS.
Dr.
.1. F. T r u e X- Co . Au bu r n . .Me.
has a large circle of friends.
parents. Mr. and Mrs. Martin Donohue. Wednesday.
After a short visit with their
parents Mr. and Mrs. McDonnough
HODGDON
will make their residence In Davidson
Miss Helen Haney has recently
where a host of friends extend to
them congratulations and best wishes purchased a piano.
Rev.. D. A. MacKinnon attended the
for a happy and prosperous life.
______
Convention at Houlton last week.
>
'
Mr. Robert Betts of Thorndike, Me.
Lowrey* Hutchinson
j was here recently on a hunting trip.
I f so, com e in and let us sh ow you the
A pretty wedding took place at the
Mr. Guy Wiggin of Massachusetts
Methodist church, Wednesday morning j is the guest of his mother Airs. Chas.
new ton ic for hogs, put ^up b y the
Nov. 12, when Alta E. Hutchinson {Wiggin.
Mr. B. A. Royal of Providence, R. I.
became the bride of William
A v a lon Farm s Com pany. It is a gu a r
has been visiting his parents. Mr. and
Lowrey.
The church was decrated for the Mrs. Ira Royal, the past two weeks
Miss Marion Benn, who is training
anteed rem edy. I f it d oesn ’t do as
occasion with flowers and greenery,
Rev. G. H. Tailor of the Methodist for a nurse at the Roosevelt Hospital.
New York, is visiting her parents
church officiating.
recom m en d ed or if y ou are n ot iu lly
The bride was given ln marriage by Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Benn.
Mrs. Roaix, Mrs. Frank Bickford and
her father and Miss Frances Hutchin
satisfied after u sin g it 60 d ays a cco rd 
son was ring bearer. Vera. Velma, Mrs. Fred Crockett were called to
Boston
last
week
by
the
illness
of
Edna and Ruby Hutchinson, Winnie
in g to directions, it doesn't cost y ou
York and Ruth Irvine were the ribbon Mrs. Heber- Benn.
The Red Cross Drive for member
girls. The bridal couple was attended
anything.
by Miss Orpha Hutchinson as brides ship in this town has reached the
number of 140, which is quite an
maid and Perry Jones as best man.
The
The bride’s gown was of white advancement over last year.
R aise m ore p ork ja t less> xp en se.
Georgette crepe and she wore a veil quota raised is $75.
caught up with orange blossoms.
F or sale b y
The bride is the oldest daughter ot
EAST HODGDON
Mr. and Mrs. Geo. Hutchinson and Mr.
The Ladies Aid will meet with Mrs.
Lowrey is the son of Mrs. Mary J. Hattie Eagers on Wednesday after
Lowrey. The wedding presents were
numerous and Included valuable pieces noon.
Mrs. Herbert Crane was the week
of silver, cut glass, china and a
end guest of her son. Air. William
beautiful bedroom set.
After a short wedding trip Mr. and Crane in Ludlow.
Some from this place attended the
Mrs. Lowrey will make their home in
Sunday School Convention held in
Monticello, Me.

SURROUNDING T O W N S

YOU RAISE HOGS?

BRIDGEW ATER DRUG CO.

Overcoats

FOR Y O U R

HORSES

—
—
'll/
m
L*li *y . §

VN

EMEMBER, going through the moult is like going through
a long spell«of,sickness. To force out the o li quills and
grow new feathers saps a hen's vitality.

R

If you expect your hens to be fall producers and winter layers,
then feed them Poultry Pan-a-ce-a during and after the m oult

Dr.Hess Poultry Pan a ce a
w ill start y o u r pallets and m oulted hens to la y in g
tt contains Tonics that put your moulted hens in fine con
dition— Tonics that tone up the dormant egg organs— Iron
that gives a moulted, run-down hen rich, red blood and a red
comb. It contains internal antiseptics that destroy disease
germs that may be lurking in the system. No disease where
Pan-a-ce-a is fed. It pays to feed Pan-a-ce-a regularly.
It brings back the singing— it brings back the scratching
— it brings back the cackle. That's when you get eggs;
and it's «eggs you want— fall eggs, winter eggs— when
eggs are eggs.

.Putnam
Hardware Co.
TeD ns how many hens you have.

ess

BETTER THAN WOOD
----------------------------

!1 jc

BERRY & BENN
DEALERS

—

—

-------- A

G ood

A ssortm ent -------

A . M . Stackpole, Jr.
Bridgewater, Maine

l.BEECHERCHl/RQHILL. lessee & mawases

Program Week of Nov. 17
'*m
» ■
...........
TUESDAY and WEDNESDAY

“ TH E UNPARDONABLE SIN”
Two Days, Four Shows Each Day. A picture that mea
sures up with the “ Birth of a Nation”. A picture that
Every True American Should see. Admission 28 and 39ots.
THE BIG ROOSEVELT PICTURE COMING
THURSDAY

oi Horse Blankets ot all kinds

PRISCILLA DEAN
in a Big Six Reel Drama

TH E U N I V E R S A L C A R

The Ford Sedan, with electric self-starting
and lighting system and demountable rims with
3 # -inch tires front and rear, for every day in
the year has no equal as a family car. Just as
popular on the farm as it is in the city. In fact,
it fits the family demands in every vocation o f
life. Large, roomy seats, finely upholstered, plate
glass windows make it an open car in pleasant
weather, while in rainy and inclement weather
it becomes a closed car, dust-proof and rain
proof. It is not only comfortable, but really
cozy, and above all, economical in operation
and maintenance, and has all the Ford merits
o f strength and durability.

-

OUTSIDE
WINDOWS

•>

A large

U S E

L. A . Barker & Company
Oakfield, Mai^e

“ The E xqu isite T h ief
Also the starting night of the new Serial “ ELMO, THE
MIGHTY.” featuring Elmo Lincoln, who starred in “ TarZisnoff tin* Apes” and WEEKLY NEWS

Dollars

FAIRBANKS in

HIS MAJESTY THE AMERICAN
FRIDAY
P

M A Y ALLISON
in a Five Reel Comedy Drama

In your pocket by using

OUTSIDE WINDOWS
Large Stock o f all Sizes

“ The U p lifters”
ANIMAL REEL and KAT2ENJAMMER KIDS
Special for Thanksgiving “ My Soldier Girl,” 35 People
SATURDAY

D O R R IS

J. E. Tarbell & Sons
Smyrna Mills

K EN YO N

in a Beautiful Five Reel Drama

“ T w ilig h t”
Also Two Reel MACK SENNETT COMEDY and NEWS
HEART OF HUMANITY, COMING

*

